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China. I think it is not unusual for largest migration in human history such Chinese immigrant artists as
Americans to have complex, often as hundreds of millions there move hand puppeteer Yang Feng, rod
contradictory, associations with the from the countryside to cities. puppeteer Hua Hua Zhang and
name-from fine teacups to Jackie Small, traditional theaters are los- singer/dancer/puppeteer Kuang-Yu
Chan, from the sayings of Confu- ing their audiences. Perhaps some Fong add their artistry to our cul-
cius to Quotations from Chairman of them will be saved by a hoped- tural buffet , and then collabore with
Mao, from the invasion of Tibet for wave of preservation zeal. New other artists here, helping American
to the Cultural Revolution, from companies will surely spring up puppetry evolve. In this issue, we
SARS to Peking Opera. It has been in the quickly expanding urban can, at best, scratch the surface of
said that the world is currently go- centers, but the puppetry landscape China-a country in which pup-
ing through the sixth great extinc- there is inexorably changing. petry stretches back some 2,000
tion; Puppetry scholars are con- This issue is full of articles years, but we have some stories
cerned that, in China, traditional about puppetry in China, as well to share that we hope will at least
puppet companies are also going as puppetry that has moved out of pique your interest in this amazing,
extinct at an alarming rate. This is China to other parts of the world. enormous, multi-ethnic culture, and
happening, in part at least, to the We are fortunate here to have had the puppetry that has evolved there.

Josh Stenberg, from Nanjing two-part article by Professor Ye on And that is the amazing thing about
University, describes a Quanzhou traditional puppet theatres in China puppetry in China or anywhere
Marionette production of The (pages 22 and 44) and Claire Dolan else . Whether it is in the delicate
Orphan ofZhao, an ancient text remembers a workshop production movements of a marionette , or per-
that has seen many modern ad- she led in Shanghai for Bread and forming a 1311} century script that
aptations (page 4), while Annie Puppet Theater (page 18). Political Still speaks to us today, or in parade
Rollins is on a mission to help theater of the sort proposed in the figures made from used cardboard
preserve some of the more endan- workshop was entirely foreign to boxes to address the conundrum of
gered shadow traditions in "The the college students participating, rampant urban renewal: In the stir-
Last Masters" (page 8). Fan Pen but as other members of the com- ring together of puppeteer, puppet
Chen writes about ritual puppetry munity got involved, something and audience, something new and
(page 12), but has also translated a truly magical happened. unexpected is created.

ME- -Aune*, 8. 'P~Al£
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PEER REVIEW

VENGEFUL MARIONETTES AND STRATEGIES OF REFORM:
A Quanzhou Marionette Production OfThe Orphan of Zhao

by Josh Stenberg, Nanjing University

in 2012. the Quanzhou Marionette Company premiered their pro- This synopsi, outlines both the original Yuan -t</1, script and
duction Of The Orphan of Zlitio . h went onto featureiliprominent the ne \v ,cript co- written by Fan Xiaoning :ind marionettetroupe
festivals. including the World MinnanCultural Festivalin June 2013 directot-Wang Jingxi:iii (b. 1955).Wang was a playwright at the
and the 10'~'ChinaArts Festivalin Shandong in Octoberofthesame Qualizhou Gaojiaopera (1979 to 1992) before he was transferred iii
year. where it was the only 1992 to the marionette troupe
puppet performance. These as general director and party
succesxes culminated in a secretary. Important recent
prestigious Wenhua Prize- achievenient~ during thix ten-
the third time the troupe had u  e include the 2011 and 2012
won it with a new produc- Wenhua Prizes and 2006 and
tic,n. Nevertheless. the choice 2011 agreements to train new
of this material for a mari- classes of puppeteers at the
onette play is for a number Fulian Art School (Quanzhou
of reasons a novel decision: branch) and the Shanehai
though The Orphan O.f Zlitio Theater Academy.
and the Q u .inzhou marionette Positive reception of The
tradition share a considerable Orphan of Zhao natiative
antiquity, this is not the sort of typically stresse, the imperial
text generally associated with loyalty of Cheng Ying and
either the niarionette genre or the final redress of wrongs.
the region. The choice of such Judging by the alterations
a plot, drawn from the nation- made by a number of other
al literary canon and grave in adaptations, however. many
subject matter. for production have found it expedient to
by Quanzhou mai'ionettes. mitiiate the bloodiness of the
instantiates a recent 2eneral play. since the moral-that
tendency in the official prac- violence will be avenged by
tice of traditional Chinese more violence. and that this
theatre. including puppet troupes, towards grand narratives, told renewed violence constitutes redress-does riot always sit well
at a single sitting. mid intended for prize conipetition and festivals. with Western or contemporary Chinese audiences. Although the

The Orphan o. fZlicto is a historical revenge play . the only extant Qualizhou version does not alter the basic ending . Wang indicates
script attributed to 13':1 century dramatist Ji Junxiang. Tu'an Gu. that ~ch concerns also informed the marionette script:
the villain of the piece. is a general in the State of Jin during the
Spring and Autumn period (4"i Century B.C.E). He leads the king The original script's praise and affirmation of values
to believe that an honest officiaL Zhao Duii. is plotting against the

such as kindness. righteousness. self-sacrifice and moralnation. As a result, the entire Zhao family. consisting of over three
hundred members, is massacred. Only one wonian, 7.hao D,m's courage are positive values tb.it cannot be abandoned
noble daughter-in-law. survives. While in hiding, she gives birth to ordiminished lin the niarionetteadaptationl. .but I do
Zhao Dunk grandchild. entrusting her newborn son to the impe- not agree with its veneration of eye-for-an-eye revenge
rial doctor Cheng Ying. Learning that one child has escaped him.

and massacre, or of bloodlines. considering that IsuchTu'an Gu resolves to kill all newborns unless the orphan of Zhao is
produced and put to death. Cheng Ying presents his own newborn velieratic)111 should not only be abandoned. but also that
child in place of the orphan. and that child is sacrificed. Cheng Ying. buch theme.sl should linsteadl provoke deep reflection
having won the general'+ trust. takes up residence in his palace. and thought. As I worked on the adaptation. this is what I
where the orphan is raised. Years later. when the orphan has grown

tried to achieve. (Wang 2013)up. Cheng reveals the truth. Upon learning it, the orphan of Zhac,
slaughters the General and executes his revenize.
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The production of The O/7,han 0/ 7/mo was part of a con- 0,-pha,1 became the first Chinese dramatic text avail- f~
certed effort to make the puppets more "serious" or -weighty." able in European translation. iii an abridged French Ill J I
since the assumption that puppetry is a minor form of theatre version written by Jesuit missionary Joseph Henri 1~ ~
(xicio.vi) persists in the theatre and intellectual world. Quanzhou Marie de Prtmare ( 1666-1736). Voltaire's adapta-
playwright Hong Chuan has outlined approvingly how the new tim . L'orphelin de Chine. which was one of several
production represents a shift in how the marionette tri,upe is eighteenth-century European versions of the story,
trying to position itself: is particularly noteworthy for altering the ending to

allow humanism and forgiveness to trump revenge. As recently as
2012. with James Fenton's adaptation for the Royal ShakespeareThe intention l of The Orphan of Z/,ao I was to write
Company. which insisted on claiming that Tile Orphan ofZilito \vas

scripts for the genre lof Quanihou marionettesl, to "the Chinese Hamlet," and caused a brouhaha when it cast mostly
have puppets perform great works . to have puppets white Europeans , Orpha ,1 , cast as classical tragedy. took centre stage
perform historical tragedies. and not to be satisfied in the European engagement with Chinese dramatic textx.

As the comparativist Fei Shi points out , however, " T/ie Orpliallwith plays for children or legendary plays, while also
ofZhao remains one of the most acclaimed Chinese tragedies be-

aspiring to passing on the performing art of the various cause its thematic and aesthetic qualities are similar to those of its
Irole types]. This is a very good idea. and in my opin- Western counterparts" ( 177: emphasis in original). Its "tragedy" is
ion they have achieved this purpose. (Hong 27) also the quality which has prompted its inclusion in several canon-

forming designations of Chinese theatre, typically from a literary
(rather than a theatrical) perspective-i.e. Wang Jisik influential

Several local media outlets echoed this thinking, with the claim designation of it as one of 'China'+ 10 Classic Tragedies" (Wang
being oft repeated that this was "the first puppet tragedy." Jisi). These literary canonizations tend to foreground plot-driven

Yet tragedy was not a concept prexent iii traditional Chinese texts that are not necessarily representative of the pacing or structure
dramaturgy, and positing tragedy as the legitimate or prototypi- of traditional Chinese theatre. Moreover, the emphasis on literary
cal form of serious theatre in this case is deeply connected to the canon privileges scripts that rely on dialogue and song over the
reception history of the Orplia,1 of Zhao m the West . The high many narratives (both puppet and human ) that are movement-based .
status and frequent revival of Tile Orphan of Zhao within China European reception of the story has come back to influence
is partially an effect of Western influence on both Chinese theatre Chinese productions: Voltaire'+ adaptation, for instance, has proven
studies and the rewriting of Chinese literary history . In 1735 , influential in Chinese stagings . such as Lin Zhaohua'+ 1990 hitajit
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( Western -style spoken theatre ) production The Orphan of China. mid children '$ entertainment likewise does not apply. the Quan-
where Voltairesending and the original run are both provided (Du zhou performance were also not based in practices drawn from the
224-26 ). a solution which calls to mind Judith Weir 's A Night at literati traditions that produced such plays as The Orphan ofZliao .
the Chinese Opera, in which enacted revenge iii a stage produc- Western influence and post - 1949 theatrical restructuring- them-
tion of The Orphan ci/Z/mo is contrasted with frustrated revenge selves interrelated phenomena-produced, as with other genres of
in real life. Recent adaptations in China. including TV series and Chinese theatre. a state-owned, professional Quanzhou mationette
Chinese geju (Western-style opera). have caused media to speak tri,upe. Thus. fur much of the People's Republic. the preferences
of - an Orphan of Zilao wave- ( Guo Canjin ). of the general audience did not heavily bear on artistic decisions ,

Presented without substantial narrative reinterpretation. the simultatieously. traditional beliefs that undergirded ritual forms of
viewer A expected to accept that the revenge is justified and that performance were under concerted ideological attack. Thus. in the
murder can only be rectified by revenge in kind. Thus Wang last few years, when theatres are being increasingly pressured to
makes a claim to thematic authenticity. writing that the "biggest reform and find non-state sources of income. the maj,rity of mari-
difference with other scripts on the subject N that it does not onette performances have privileged a child- and tourism-oriented
create a jokey' or 'subversive' version, but honors the original type of performance that draws on tradition. but emphasizes tech-
values" (Wang 2013). The result is a dark production. that. with nical leats over narrative and omits ritual altogether. The most
its relentless and numerous killinlls. can make for a erim audi- commonly seen repertoire of the Quanzhou Marionette Company.
ence experience. However. it 11 precisely the association between the variety show prompted the New York 77mes to report that its
marionettes and levity or playfulness that Wang is seeking to 2009 Carnetrie Hall audience was "laughing through tears" at "the
sever: he therefore does not choose to lighten it with Vohairian endearing marionettes" (Tommasini). Although such performances
humaility or comic interludes. help to make the company viable, the most crucial productions for

Bloody revenge is not the traditional stuff of the Quanzhou the troupe', viability are those that can earn major prizes at state-
marionette play, which is one of two major local puppet tradi- run fe>,tivals or can be included in national theatre projects. In this
tions ( the other being the btidaixi glove puppets ) and which tealm . the Qualizhou Marionette Theatre has had remarkable sue -
was substantially a temple- and festivity - based ritual tradition cesses , yet its productions of plays like The Orphan <,1 Zhao signal
(a tradition that. among non-official troupes. hax continued in a shift from puppet-specific repertoire, often highly visual. to grand
parallel).' Although the Western association between puppetry texts of Chinese dramatic literature that privilege spoken dialogue.
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Wang's comments on the script and production of The is an assumption that "great plays" must be produced iii order to
Orphcm of Zhao give unique insight into his thinking. In one maintain the artz and keep it viable . This is never stated as an op-
article, he gives three central reasons for producing the play: for position to tradition, which is also valorised. but it is implicit that
the puppeteers, for profit and for himself. Each rationale is briefly moving on to perform "great plays" or "historical tragedies' is an
excerpted: elevation of the theatre. Thirdly. one possible cumulative effect of

such policies could be to diminish local specificity.
1) Puppeteer development: This third point is part of a tendency not only in puppetry or in

Chinese theatre but in all of Chinese culture towards a weakening
[The troupe has a group of puppeteers] in their prime. profi- of locally specific characteristics. Quanzhou marionettes are bearers
cient in traditional technique and who as a group cover all the ofa regional culture with a traditional repertoire containing dialect,
role types quite well. If they are to become real artists. they musical and narrative elements that do not exist elsewhere (although
must undergo the training offered by productions featuring there are also non-official troupes that share in the tradition). The
higher levels of artistic thinking and thus elevate themselves less often such plays are performed and the more plays like Tlic
from "performing technique" to ' performing theatre ," to go Inspector General or The Orphan of Zlicio are. the more troupes

from "playing with puppets" to -creating characters." For that approach a national theatre that erases regional distinctions. For the

reason. at the beginning of this century, we raised the matter troupe. and for much of the Chinese cultural establishment. this shift
signals the elevation of Quanzhou marionettes into a weightier andof producing a large-scale comedy I The Inspector General
higher art form of increased literary and pedagogical value. as well

based on Gogors playl and a large-scale tragedy. (Wang as greater potential in the prize-oriented economy of state-owned
2011: 68) theatre. It is also a prominent example of an ongoing trend towards

the large-scale and the ambitious in Chinese puppetry. The produc-
2) Ticket Sales: tion is part of a long-term strategy. an attempt to rede fine the genre

in the terms of the serious and literary theatre that is currently most
Since the beginning of this century, the Chinese performing likely to win official approval.
world has increasingly lent importance to "ticket value" and
'market outlook:' . Creation. production. and marketing Works Cited:
entities all have increased mental pressure to "contend for Du, Wenwei. -Historicity and Contemporancity: Adaptations of Yuan
livelihood . and strive toi- development lor - to make it rich-' 1 - Plays in the 199(}s ."Asian Thectire Jom·nal . \%.2 ( 2001 ): 222-237 .
(Wang 2011: 68) Guo Canjin. "Xuexing lishi: ihenshi de -Zhao Shi Guer" yu zhongchen

w'uguati." Posted 19 July 19 2011. Accessed 7 Feb. 2()14. http://
book.sina.coin.cii/excerpt/s,/rw/2011 -07- 19/1128288655.shtinl

3) Himself: Hong Chuan. "-Da Muqi n- qinghuai- shi kuileixi Zhao shi gil er. '
Fulian Yishu 4 ( 2013 ): 27- 31 .

In order to be an adequate theatre director today. especially Ruizendaal . Robin . Marionette Theatre in Ql{Lilli.hou. Boston : Brill .
as the person responsible for the "transition to the corporate 2()()6.
model" and the "performance corporation" Imodell. when Shi, Fei. ' Tiagic Ways of Killing a Child: Staging Violence and Revenge

in Clas*ical Greek and Chinese Drama." hi Constantinidis, Strato,.choosing one's plays one niust relentlessly -benelit maximi-
ed . 72.\7 & Presentation, 2008. Jefferson : Mcfarland , 2009 . 166-

zation." But as a playwright. one wants to pick a subject that 179.
allows the fulfillment of personal reflections. judgments and Toininasini. Anthony. "Quanzhou Marionette Theater: Song ol the Motik
pursuits. The awkward thing is that I am both director and and the Monkey." New York Times (22 October 2()09).
playwright ... IThe play makes mel feel deeply satisfied and Wang Jingxian . -Qi vi shang de zuotan ." Fl , jian Yishil 3 ( 2(} 11 ): 68 .

. Email Communicationwiththe Author. 1() Oct. 2013.proud for the great ethical qualities we IHan Chinesel once
Wang Ji5i (ed.) Z/ic,uggiin shida gudian beiji,ji. Shanghai: Shanghai

had...1 strongly believe that loyalty and righteousness are the wenyi chubanshe. 1982.
core values of The Orphan 0/ Zhao. At the same time, they
are also our [Han Chinesel core values! (Wang 2011: 68) End notes

1. This is the theme of Robin Ruizendaal's /Warionette Theatre
in Quanzlimt which , though it touches on the official troupe

Wangs production of The Orphan of//mo Nuggests several key con~dered here, A largely concerned with the lively world of
points about official puppet theatre in China. Firstly, the consider- non -official (nlill. ii{Ul) theatres iii the area . Those interested in the

ations of such a troupe at the administrative. rhetorical, narrative. techniques. traditions. and history of this genre should refur to this
groundbreaking work.financial and educational levels are substantially similar to other

forms ofcontemporary Chinese traditional theatre. Secondly. there ~
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6 THE LAST MASTERS:
The Tenuous Heritage of the

Traditional Chinese Shadow Puppet-Making Craft
-El--~by Annie Katsura Rollins

4

t

China has always been enigniatic. Through its ancient history. ancient traditions. shadow puppetry included. The ban alsoensured
its dynastic era. the 20'h century of revolution and now. in its un- that the recent generations grew up without having seen a shadow
precedented push towards globalization and modernity. it remains puppet performance. which rendered the dialogue and symbolism
quixotic. The country is so large that it resists getieralizations simply confusing for young audiences. Without those few decades to
because of its vast geography. let alone its ethnic diversity. Most evolve the art form organically. their older stories of emperors and
who research in China are used to the impossibility ofcomprehend- warlords had little relevance iii the New China.
ing the entire picture: knowing, too. that as soon as a conclusion With such a #wift decline and change in their audience. shadow
has been drawn, it has surely changed. What is certain. however, puppetry has stuttered to catch up In the last few decades. the
is that China stands at the forefront of a question that will surely remaining artists have hit additional obstacles. urbanization has
confront us all: how does a culture best continue the lineage of its sapped the rural audiences even furtherand competition with modern
inherited folk practices with it while barreling towards a future in forms of entertainment has proven overwhelming. All surviving
conflict with its traditions? troupes. performers and makers are soniewhere on the spectrum

China is not the only country that will deal, or has dealt. with between traditional and modern iii order to continue. In the few
reconciling its past art traditions with itA dreams of modernity, but years that rve been working with the shadow practitioners, in China.
it A an ideal case study as one of the oldest civilizations on earth I've already witnessed a marked change in their practice. Troupex
racing towards progress at an unprecedented rate. Shadow puppetry. that were performing locally for their rural community a few dozen
one of China'soldestandwidespreadfolk art forms, isfinding itself times as,immer in20()8 have hadjustafew commissions in 2011
floundering in the wake ofthis dramatic change. With an origin point and 2012. While there are sonic troupes protected by geographic
somewhere around the Tang dynasty (618-907CE), shadow puppetry isolation or ritualistic communities that help encourage more regular
has traversed through every strata of society, eventually finding performances. these are the exceptions to the rule. Most traditional
its stronghold in the peasant class for the last 500 years. Its recent countryside tri,upe menibers have gone back to farming full time.
decline began toward the collapse of the dynastic era (191 ICE) moved to the city to perform modern shows for tourists and chil-
but hit outright repression during the Cultural Revolution ( 1966). dren's audiences or passed away.

When the ban was lifted on shadow performance iii the 198()s, Chinese shadow puppetry does have its dedicated stewards who
the artists were ready to pick up where it left off. but their audience are working to ensure that shadow puppetry meets another genera-
had wholly changed. In a move to denounce all things pre-Commu- tion. Much of their effort. however. is being directed towards the
nist, the new political regime had shifted the culture to devalue its performers. singers or the at'tifact5 themselves. Little attention
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has been paid to the puppet makers. even though their skills are as
nuanced. hard \von, and rare. Puppet-making demands the same
dedication. Atamina and life-long commitment. , ®

The Chinese shadow puppet is the exquisite ancestor of nearly Y
15()0 years of inherited skill and accumulated at'tistry. The iii-
tricately carved translucent figures evolved from simple shadow
silhouettes. torn out of dried leaves or paper. into agile articulated 5
two-dimensional colored leather puppets. And while their beauty 9
may stupety. their real gift is in their ability to communicate some-
thing more. In ancient times. shamans used to practice ughost
calling" which connected the living with their pa,sed loved ones
through a shadow conjuring. In shadow plippet lore. the puppets
are said to embody the characters Und stories they depict. which b
why the heads are removed toi storage when theyie put away at
night: no one wanted to risk a shadow puppet left to its own devices.
For more than a millennium, shadows have represented something d. ,«t .« -

beyond the shared quotidian experience into the unknowable. the
maeic and the -other. In my own pursuit of %hadow puppet-making knowledge, I set

My firstencounter six years ago with a Chinese shadow puppet out to complete an apprenticeship in the sumnier of 2008. It took
left me utterly speechless. It instantly tewrote my own understand- me the entire three months to realize just how foolish that was.
ing ofwhatispossible inthepuppet arts. And whathascontinued to Instead of learning 0hadow puppet craft. 1 spent the bulk of the
stay with me through the years is the indelible image these colorful time ximply reworking my Western understanding of learning and
actors left. I can still see them nimbly leaping. weeping. fighting knowing as predominantly cognitive into the traditional master-
and emoting across the screen. Just standing still. their visage is apprentice format. which is based in tacit learning and knowledge.
arresting. Even now. inthecold winteracrosstheworldin America. Tacit knowledge. originally coined by Michael Polanyi. is defined
lean close my eyes and see theirfaces so expressive. their colors so loosely as "that which we know but cannot tell.'' For instance.
vivid. their humanness so impossibly alive. Through them. I feel a how do you balance on your bike or match harmony when sing-
connection to our human past and inherited stories. ing? You can do these tasks without fully being able to explain.

As such vital go-betweens, a puppers design. engineering, even misunderstanding. just what your body and mind are doing
agility and cole,ring is everrthin,4. Without a perfected balance of to achieve this. Put into an educational mode. this predominantly
all these elements. the puppet remains lifeless behind the screen non-verbal method of both teaching and learning places an em-
with no ability to inspire or transport. What is not apparent to the phasis on embodied practice and much less on cognitive verbal
untrained eye when looking at one of these puppets. is the heritage understanding. That which is practiced in the body is best taught
of engineering. design perfection and accumulated mastery of skill through a kinesthetic modality and creates tacit knowledge. Most
required to bring a shadow puppet tolife. AChinese shade,w puppet- i mportantly. though, the acquisition of tacit know ledge takes time.
making master spends nothing short of a lifetime to perfect every There are no shortcuts,
stage of the making process from hide preparation to tool making This tacit learning. which turns into tacit knowledge. has been
to carving to design innovation. Anything short ofa lifetime is not the basisof shadow puppetry'straditional master-apprentice system.
mastery and yields a shadow puppet that cannot evoke. inspire or Historically, the form was passed from father to son: apprentices
transport an audience: when you sce a masters puppet. you'll know. would spend at least a decade in close observation, trial and repeti-

tion with their master. These years would not only give the ap-
prentice enough time to fully master each step ofthe puppet-making
process through tacit learning. but also grasp design symbolism.
engineering principles and artistry which enables a maker to evolve
the puppets alongside their own generational changes and keep a

, form relevant.
Within thecurrentgenerationof Chineseshadow-making mas-

ters. however. the master-apprentice system that is so essential to
transmitting the craft has almost fully evaporated. With the swiftly
decreasing audience base due to urbanization and modernization.
among other reasons. shadow puppetry has seen a near decimation of
what little activity was left after the mid-century repression. hi some
provinces, the maxters have already passed on with no apprentices
to succeed them. What little support and funding there is for this
struggling folk art, is mostly being diverted to the performers and
troupeA rather than the malers.
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This igue of craft inhei'itatice iA not unique to thix century.
China or shadow puppetry. So many equally deserving art forms
and treasured crafts have already disappeared as collateral damage
to prouress and ch:inee. One must also consider the inevitability
of evolution. certainly within a live performance form. Things
must chante. we must move forward. Still. my proximity to the
artists and my love of the art form doesti't allow me to accept their
extinction with a shrug. Even if 1 understand there are chanies to
be made. I'm simply afraid that soon we'll have rushed ahead with
too little consideration. so that by the time we look back to retrieve
what we once had. it will be gone.

Iii the time we have left. 171 be working to increase China's own
awareness of their xhadow puppet legacy and champion ways to
support the surviving artists. both locally and internationally. For

f the puppet makers this means regulating machine-made puppets
on the market, working to increase the market value of handmade
puppets. encourage performance by way of making demand for
shadow puppets and, hopefully. re-establishing some version of the
mNer-apprentice system. While those may seem like lofty goals.
1 think the shadows are worth it.

Endnote
1. Polanyi, Michael. The Tacit Dimension. Double Day & Co. New
Yi,rk. C 1966)

Annie Rollins is a researcher and practitioner of traditional
Chinese shadow Puppetry. She was awarded a Fulbright
Fellowship to canvass mainland China for the last remain-
ing artists in 2011 and began a PhD on the art form at

Without economic viability orgovernment support. what student Montreal's Concordia University in 2013. Rollins recently

would or could dedicate a life to shadow puppetry? Many masters launched the first English language comprehensive Chi-

who have children that are interested. often discourage them exactly nese shadow puppetry site at:
because of its tenuous future, Most students that do study puppet- www.chineseshadowpuppetry.com
making. do so primarily in commercial settings. cutting repeated
patterns designed fur interior decorations. not performances. Their ~
workshop resembles a factory more than it does ati artist's studio.
In these large commodity companies. the puppet-making tasks are VKoften compartmentalized into multiple tasks to lessen the time to F
mastery, creating partial masters of only a fraction of the process.

As if that wasntenough tocombat. China's introduction of the
machine-made puppet seems to be the inescapable future for China-s
shadow puppet. In 20()8. a mere IC)-20% of the tourist market
consixted of machine-made puppets, compared with almost 90% in
2011. More importantly. these laser-cut machine-made puppets are
sold as handmade shadow puppets. preying upon a non-specialist's
inability to tell the difference. The handmade market for puppets ':.
has taken an irrevocable blow. splitting what little demand is left .: 56 14
between the top masters in the country and a few peasant cutters
still eking out a few extra y/mn in the winter months. Without the
demand for handmade puppets. the incentive and time to master es\,esel:4 ~.:.
the full process has evaporated. Without demand for performances. * * ''

 ,6 - --
the experience of cutting for performance masters has too. Know- ilit~Ming that a traditional master-apprentice system is necessary for full
transmission of knowledge and mastery. what is left? Is this the
end for the 1500-year-old inherited practice?
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Get ready to be amazed in the Motor
City this summer at the Puppeteers of . &00/4.

America Great Lakes Regional Festival
"Motor City Puppet Blast!" We will have 15 days of vigorous training in the creative art of puppetry

performances, workshops, children's and animated object performance presented by members
of The Old Trout Puppet Workshop.

workshops/performances, Potpourris, a
Puppet Exchange with a Midnight Stretch your creativity in an environment which fosters

colloquy, experimentation, and collaborative development.
Madness Sale, and a private collection

August 2-18, Williamstown, MassachusettsPuppet Exhibit! Visit our website at W H
-.greatlakespoa.com for details and www.NewEnglandPuppet.org "A
to download the registration materials. A quick and deep evolutionin my knowledge of puppetry!

-Marilyne Fournier, 2013 NEPI Participant
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17 - **EVOKING SPIRITUAL POWER:
Deity Plays in Puppet Theatres

by Fan Pen Chen, State University of New York at Albany

Rural theatrical performances, including from the Goddess C lien Jinggu's 14.9174'i portiayed. When Guanyin was born. bowls
puppet plays, usually serve religious saga be performed rather than a story on the ofglutino,is rice balls cooked in sweet rice
functions in two ways: 1 ) they represent poet Li Bai + I'l thatamarionette puppeteer wine were served to all the performers
deities who bring blessings to the audience in Taishun *1111)]. southern Zhejiang. had and audience. When the temple in which
in opening ritual playlets (the Eight planned to perform for us, we had to wait she resided was burnt to ashes, which
Immortals: the Gods of Fortune, Prosperity for an altar-table to be set before the stage. caused the deaths of innumerable monks
and Longevity, etc.). and 2) they enact tales Candles. incense and liquor were ollered and nuns. mock money was burned by
that entertain deities forwhom the plays are when the goddess appeared on stage. In villagers as oiltrings to the ghosts of the
sponsored, Although stories of gods and preparation for perforining this deity play, deceased. including roaming ghosts in the
goddesses may be performed in the latter the puppeteer also had to wash his hands village. When Guanyin became a goddess.
main plays, the mythical characters enacted and face. At Chenhe Jkillf iii western a celebratory red scarf was placed on her
tend not to be endowed with spiritual Hunan, the rod puppet performance of the head, and offerings of rice with incense,
pow'ers beyond the realm of the play. life of Guanyin (% 2/ in Xiang.rhan,hilan candles and pork were offered to her.
Among the puppet theatres of southern *Ill itwas preceded byaritual perforined The fact that Gitanyin should have been
China, however. certain folk rituals of by the puppeteer-priest that included Buddhist and vegetarian was obviously
local religions have survived in which the the biting of a red rooster's comb and not of concern. Similarly, when the Snake
puppets representing deities with veritable application of its blood on the forehead King deity got married in the marionette
numinous powers are manipulated by of the deity puppet Wang Litigguan F. 01 performance 01' Creation of tile Immortals
puppeteers who also serve the lunctions of ff who would purity the stage. The play J-ffilll id in Yong'an i]<*, western Fujian,
shamanic priests. This paper will introduce ended with the slaughtering of the rooster the sponsor of the play lit candles and set
et'ficacious deity puppet plays of southern and the dripping of its blood around the offfireworks in celebration of the event.
China in which the puppets become the stage to rid it of defilement. Aside from Certain deity plays are particularly
deities themselves and are endowed with worshipping the main deity of the play by suitable for specific situations. The
potent spiritual powers. lighting candles and incense and offering marionette performance of the story of

Certain rituals must be observed before liquor and food. the sponsor-audience Mulian N jl, the pious monk with great
and after the performance of such deity also celebrated significant events of the spiritual powers who enters Hell to rescue
plays. When we' requested that an episode life of the deity while they were being his mother. enables descendants to have

their ancestors released from the tortures
of Hell. In Putian 2111. southeastern
Fujian. we watched a marionette Mulian
play perfornied alternately iii conjunction
with elaborate Daoist rituals performed
by seven priests of the Three-in-One Sect
(Sunyijiao . - )~10 . The sponsors consisted
ola clan, which spent more than $10,000
US for a three-day event to ensure the
health mid prosperity of the descendants
through ascertaining the welfare and
salvation of their ancestors. When Mulian

members kneeled before the stage and
reached Hell iii the marionette play, clan

beseeched him to save their ancestors as
well, many of them wailing and weeping
loudly, During the last day of the eveiit, the
mai-ionette troupe performed -Beidouxi
It kldk, an episode from the Chen Jingguo

saga in which the goddess prevented an
empress from miscarriage and protected

PUPPETEER PRIEST AND SPONSOR OF CREATION OF THE IMMORTALS FROM YONG'AN, the Crown Prince to whom she gave birth
WESTERN FUJIAN (MARIONETTE) PHOTO: FAN PEN CHEN

until he reached adulthood. This play
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Ad,331¥). Given that these performances
were transmitted orally. emerald mid
cliff probably referred to the saine
word originally, both being hi. Also ot
significance is that although the colors of
the two caves are different, the Red Cliff
Cave is located in a mountain that has the
color yellow in its name. The names ofthe
deity Snake King are also similar. Named
Zhao Meng iii *im the Cave Play, he is
Jiao Mang F..Sin the latter. According
to the Han dynasty dictionary Shi,owen
/lezi 153 1%'1· f, the indigenous people
of Fujian were known as descendents of-

THE SNAKE KING AND HIS WIFE IN CREATION OF snakes. In both. the Snake King marries
THE IMMORTALS PHOTO: FAN PEN CHEN a human girl and their three sons attain

greatness. Although this Cave Play is no
is traditionally used to lielp children go Cave (/in.shuidong IliA/k[Ill,d) and Witter longer performed in northeastern Fujian,
through difficult passages (gtic,41/im ki )3 ('ountn' (pive (sh/iigtic,t/ong /k|-14*]) enact one can safely pronounce hnmor/al of the
and ensure their health as they grow up. In the stories of two lemale shanians, Chen Snake Kin„ as a variation that has survived
this particular case. a rather weak looking Jingguo and Mazu /*1[, possibly the two in western Fujian, not only as an extended
boy was carried by his giandniollier and most popular deities in Fillian. The Purple deity play, but also replete with religious

0-11 Aaccompanied by his mother to the stage Gold Mountain (ziji ,ishan * 4,»\\\) enacts rituals performed by the main puppeteer as
['or "ritual fortification" conducted by the episodes concerning foul brothers known a priest.
puppeteers, after tlie performance of this as golden dragons of the
particular play. 11-1 0 lantain. Tliey were

In northeastern Fujian, a type of string possibly local chiettains
puppetry was traditionally performed by originally beyond the
priests as a component of religious rituals. control of the imperial
Religion was such an important part of court as they were
this form oipuppetry that it was known as eventually -pardoned"
Ritual Puppetry (/ashi kii//ei il.11 flitfiti'ili) of and enfeoffed by '
the Pear Garden Sect (/A·uu//licto 511'Blft).2 the emperor. Tlie
Performed for individual homes and entire Ye//011 Emei ald

Y> SITcommunities , these religious rituals were Chitangbidc )ng & 1 Lf i

used to exorcize evil and invoke blessings dlk]) seems to be another \ J hI T =tfrom deities. They may have been the folk memory of the
predecessors of the present long deity sitlification or co-option , 'U

sagas. Ritual Puppetry performed scenes of indigenous rulers
from six deity-related tales known as the originally not under the *„.1.
Six Cave Plays (lit,dong /<*J). They enact control of the imperial %*»0•- '
stories of important local deities who may court of the Han ethnic ~*-- '----1-
have been mythologized folk memories of grotip , I .* Bi .,' '- Ar

historical heroes and here,ines. Powerful I)escriptions 01'
figures when they were alive, these folk some of the fragments •-·~··-',·
heroes and heroines apparently became of the Yellow Emerald
saint-like deities who continued to protect Cave suggest that this THE OX-FACED AND HORSE-FACED DEMONS CAPTURE

the populace after their deaths. Except for tale of' a Snake King MULIAN'S UNCLE IN MULIANXI FROM PUTIAN PHOTO: FAN PEN CHEN

the Cave Play, the Solithe/71 D.rnasti' Cave and his solis is related to
(nanchaodong \43 @ 11111 , 4 ) on Judge Bao Q Cre(iIi () 11 () j~the 11}1111 () 1 'tals
S. the other five Cave Plays all seem to in which the Siiake King
depict tales of local deity-saints of Fuiian. lives in the Red Cliff
The Hibise'zix Cave (tiirougdong fj 'Wdlld) Cave (chibidc,Fig V'J.41,1
depicts how a rebellious hero, Huaguang #,1) of the Yellow Nie-
ff )'E became a Rod . The Witter Bc, i ·dei · Tree Peak Chitangniefrng
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I had the good fortune of having had rice cakes and snacks. fit-e crackers. mock of ailment for sick children when he
the opportunity to observe one day of the paper money, etc.) but also cooked three performs the child-protecting "Beidouxi
two- day rare performance of Creation of meals a day for everyone present . mentioned earlier. Wang 1 lua would roll
the Imin<)1~talA . The sponsor of the event The rituals began shortly after a fresh egg around the body of the sick
was repaying a vow he had made to the 5:00 am. in accordance with an almanac child, break the egg with a -spiritual
deities twenty years ago after the back of' published for Daoist priests. Two tables knife" (/ingdao ·4 )J ) and examine it for
his house was buried under a landslide. representing altars are set in front of the the cause of the ailment. The child who
lie vowed that if the deities protected the staee. I)tessed iii the garb of a priest. the has gone through this ritual becomes so
rest of his house from harm, he would puppeteer chanted and prayed to the Snake "potent" that any pregnant being (birds
sponsor a marionette pei-lonnance for him/ King deity along willi the burning ofmock and aniinals included) who subsequently
them. Iii due time the government moved paper money. candies. incense and the comes iii contact with the child would
the entire village to a town. but lie did blasting off of a stick "cannon." for more miscarry. Wang Hua confesses that it is
not forget his vow and decided to repay than hall' an hour. He and his entourage very dillicult to find ' good" eggs and he
it last summer. The puppeteer who would (musicians and helpers) then hiked to is reluctant to perform this ritual.
have had to perform for Marshal Tian the hills nearby where he identified a Both the Chen Jinggu and the Snake
(tic//?gong ruans/mai Illt,d'Jili). God of wild banana tree that would be dug up to King legends contain episodes in which
the Marionette Theatre. on his birthday represent the Snake King. There he set up the protagonist of specific scenes effect
anyway, killed two birds with one stone by an altai near the tree and performed another the bringing ofrain to the populace. either
arranging to execute this vow repayment round ofcomplex rituals for one and a hall as a shainan priestess (Chen Jinggu) or
on Marshal Tian's birthday. Having the hours. A further round ofrituals that lasted as a deity (third son of the Snake King).
performance atthe puppeteer's rooiny from for another halfof an hour continued alter Xii Maobao fs: t'ft, R. the puppeteer iii
couityard was also a necessary convenience everyone retumed to the house. The aclual southem 7.hejiang, was famous for
For the sponsor. Although the play should marionette performance did not begin until being particularly efficacious for ending
have been perforined at the sponsor's home after breakfast. at 9:45 am. A typical ritual dioughts when he performed the episode
with assistance from his entire family. the playlet of a celestial official (tianguan k iii which Chen Jinggu piayed for rain.
fact that they are no\\ living in apartments '00 brought blessings to all before the Wang Hua also brought rain during
in a town and his sons and daughters-in-law main play on tlie Snake King finally began. periods of drought when he performed
are all busy working would have made the Representing the deity himself. the wild the episode iii Creation of the 1 }}11110} tais
logistics for putting on a performance very banana tree that was dug lip was placed iii which the protagonist opened the
difficult. As it was, the puppeteer's family against a wall in full view of the stage. The heavenly reservoir and led the water
not only performed and provided all the life ofthe Snake King was duly celebrated dragon to the suffering populace who
accouterments (candles, incense. steamed by the sponsor as the story progiessed. prayed to him for rain. Wang Hua claimed

As the Snake King was characterized by
deafness- possibly so attributed because
he cotild not understand the language of
the Han people- one of the jobs of the
sponsor was to fill a "cannon" dong rod)
with gunpowder and set it off with a stick
of incense to create deatening bangs that
presumably the "deaf' Snake King
could hear.

The priestly function ofthe puppeteer
in this particular region is not limited to
the above ritual. Wang }lua ]{ filst. an old
puppeteer, father of the priest-puppeteer
who performed the Snake King legend for
us, uses eggs to prognosticate the source

CHEN JINGGU IN "SHOU NANSHE" FROM TAISHUN, GUANYIN IN XIANGSHANZHUAN FROM CHENHE,

SOUTHERN ZHEJIANG (MARIONETTE) WESTERN HUNAN (ROD PUPPETRY)

PHOTO: FAN PEN CHEN PHOTO: YE MINGSHEN
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Endnotes
1. 1 was accompanied by Ye Mingsheng 111 W] '1 :.

11 1 ' ,/Huang Jianexinu UfiE .: and Bradlord Clark on a
research trip on puppet theatres of southern China
during the 00nliner of 2008.

2. Pear Garden is the name of supposedly the first
theatrical troupe formed by Emperor Xuaniong
C r.713-756) of the Tang dynasty

L f 6

MULIAN IN THE MULIAN SAGA FROM PUTIAN, , :1\Z\'·'Adi"Ma
EASTERN FUJIAN (MARIONETTE) PHOTO: FAN PEN CHEN

OFFERINGS AND THE HUNDRED FLOWER BRIDGE FOR
"BEIDOUXI," AN EPISODE OF THE CHEN JINGGU SAGA

fifty percent success rate and that it would only rain FROM PUTIAN (MARIONETTE) PHOTO: FAN PEN CHEN

within three kilometers of the villages where lie
performed.

The populace in southern China has always
been known for its fondness in worshipping the
spirits and carrying out shamanistic activities.

discoudged~or'tottllybanned  ibytillie go~rnment
from the inception ofthe People's Republicol'China
(1949) through the Cultural Revolution (1966-

sandglass
theater

1976). rural China has experienced a revival of
traditional activities since the 198()s. The inherited
shamanic-Daoist rituals and puppet perforinances Summer Puppet Arts i
discussed represent a cultural heritage inextricably
tied to local religions. As the hold of the belief Training Intensi ve
system weakens due to outside inflitences and In Putney, VT
even temporary migration to towns and cities ol Two weeks
the younger generation for work. it is feared that immersionthese rediscovered ritually potent deity puppetry
performances will once again become extinct. into the sou/

of puppetry
~~npap~~eCnhteonfisE~nst~,E~a;~up~~efse~st°1'JJ<~ r ~7~~7~ ~~~
Albany. She has published two books , Visions
for the Masses: Shadow Plays from Shaanxi
and Shanxi, and The Chinese shadow Theatre: .*
History, Popu/ar Re/igion, and Women Warriors, 1 Augustio-- 23 -- --.--and dozens of articles on the imaging of women -
in Chinese literature and history, the shadow

A method of manipulation developed inand puppet theatres and popular religion.
over 30 years of international workshops.

802.387.4051 I sandglassheater.org
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Congratulations to the 2014
Jim Henson Foundation Grant Recipients

PROJECT GRANTS (ss,c)(,c))

Torry Bend m,. 14
If My Feet Have Lost the Ground

Center for Puppetry Arts
/ 00 / Nights:A Love Story About Loving Stories Z

Aaron Cromie & Mary Tuomanen
The Body Lautrec

Emily DeCola
4

Remote Sensing
If My Feet Have Lost the Ground

Andy Gaukel Torry Bend ¥fr
Schweinehund

Leila Ghaznavi & Pantea Productions
Beyond the Light

Glass Half Full Theatre Little Shadow Productions ~
Once There Were Six Seasons Zwerge

Do Elephants Dre~m of Eclectic Sheep?

Amanda Maddock Amanda Maddock

Do Elephants Dream of Eclectic Sheep?

Susan Simpson
Death of a Salesman

James Oritz/Strangemen & Co
The Woodsman
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Death of a Sal~man
Susan Simpson

Beyond the I.ightZwergc
Luis Tentindo Lela Ghazavi & Pantea Productions

2014 Grant Review Board: Cheryl Henson. Richard Termine. Pam Arclero, Louis Borodinsky
Leslee Asch. Heather Henson. Martin Robinson, Eric Bass. Janie Gelser. Kathee Foran. Lynn Jeffries



Family GRANTS (53,000)
Foreign Landscapes Productions
The Great Red Ball Rescue

Elizabeth Hara & Marta Mozelle MacRostie
Help Save the Monkey.l

Paul Mesner Puppets
Ragtime to Bebop:The Story Of Kansas City jazz

Public Works Theatre Company
Weinda and the Wave

Puppet Junction Productions
Vrooom!

~ Strings & Things Puppet Theatre
The Great Red Ball Rescue The Seal Maiden

Foreign Landscapes Productions

Tears of Joy TheatreSEED GRANTS (52,000) Raven Stories
Anne L. Berlin David Lane Society of Educational ArtsThe Pigeon Boys The Chronic/es Of Rose Suebo
Margarita Blush LOC07 Dance Puppet
Unfolding the Story:A Theatre Company
journey of Her Own Undefined Fraction

Chris Green Kinetics Jonothon Lyons
AmericanWeather (working title) Ens6

Marsian De Lellis Ki mi Maeda
Object of Her Affection Akari

James Godwin Maria Pugnetti & Kirk
The Flatiron Hex Murphy

The Red Shoes
Honey Goodenough
HandleWith Care Sarah Provost

E/ectric Bathing .Laura Heit
The Letting Go Rogue Artists Ensemble *

Fantasmagorico
In the Heart of the Beast 2.4 rq//////A

Point Pleasant
Puppet & Mask Theatre Unitards Unitards

Crow Boy (working tit/e) Point Pleaseint
2015 GRANTING (YCLE
The Foundation awards grants at the end of each year for the
creation and development of innovative and contemporary work
for adult and family audiences. The postmark deadline for
letters of intent is March 31, 2014

Guidelines and applications available at:
hensonfoundation.org

To request an application by mail, please contact our office:
37 18 Northern Blvd, Suite 400

Long Island City, NY 11101
Phone: 212.439.7504

Object of Her Affection Email: info@hensonfoundation.orgMarsian De Lellis
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_93 ARCHITECTURE, MEMORY, PUBLIC LE-
AND PRIVATE SPACE:

Making a Puppet Parade in Shanghai
-El--~by Clare Dolan [e

As a workshop leader for the cutting crazy shapes against
Bread and Puppet Theater. I was the night sky. rm told that all
invited last March (2013) by Shen of this development happened
Liang of the Shanghai Theater in the last fifteen years. But
Academy, and Hou Quinqhui of to the Shanghaiese that seems
the Grassstage Theater Company, very long ago indeed . The only

to give a workshop in "Commu- constant thing here is that it is
nity Theater and Street Theater. IF > constantly changing, Mr. Shen
Peter Schumann, Bread & Pup- says as he deposits me in a hotel
pet's Founder and Director, lately 1 .6 ~,: v across from the Shanghai The-
is more interested in working at ater Academy. where he is on
the theater's home base in Ver- the faculty of the Educational
mont, and now sometimes sends Drama Program of the Theatre
puppeteers like myself in his stead 0,/im'~ 24. Literature Department. From
to give Bread and Puppet work- my room's window the next
shops further afield. So, over the course of two weeks, Hou morning I stare out at the city, and it takes a minute to notice
Quinqhui and I worked with 12 Shanghai Theater Academy what l soon realize is an excellent illustration of the contrasts
students, some Shanghai University volunteers, and about embodied here: nestied between a busy expressway overpass
20 to 30 pre-and-elementary school-aged migrant worker and my high rise hotel is a tiny. walled temple. From my 18m
children, to build puppets and make a parade through the floor window 1 can see inside the courtyard, where incense
migrant neighborhood of Bei Yao Wan. I had previously smoke curls over small fires. and modest crowds of (mostly
worked with Hou in Korea in 2010 in an "Environmental old) people are folding tiny origami figures to cast into the
Theater Residency" with Namoodak Movement Laboratory, fires in honor of today's holiday, the birthday of the female
and Hou had worked one summer with Bread and Puppet in Buddha.
Vermont. However, this was our first time working together Our workshop space is a catholic church/community cen-
in Shanghai, and quickly it became clear that the city itself ter in a migrant worker neighborhood. Each day the Theater
would become as much a living participant in the workshop Academy students. Hou, Shen. and L made the long com-
as any of the human ones. Because articles in this journal tend mute from one Shanghai reality into another. The area of the
to focus on the particulars of puppetry and its history, what city around the theater academy and my hotel is a soaring,
follows may seem a bit off-topic for some readers. However, I concrete. commercial place, filled with busy, well-stocked
share my experience here because it points to interesting ways stores and busy, well-dressed people, whose eyes slide over
in which the very materiality of our practice (performance and past my face without comment. In contrast, the migrant
created with puppet objects) intersects with the vagaries of neighborhood's low buildings line narrow cramped alleyways.
Memory, Place, and Politics. The tiny front rooms of the squat shacks house makeshift

Upon my arrival, I experience Shanghai as a science fic- "stores." often with just one or two shelves containing a
tion movie set. As my host's car zips into the center of the few plastic bowls for sale, a bit of twine, a couple of bottles
city, I exclaim at the highway on-and-off ramps awash in of oil or alcohol. a pack of batteries. Life spills out into the
neon purple, skyscrapers adorned with multicolored lights alleyways. Tons of little kids run around in gangs. laughing
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and shouting and playing games. Hou skyscrapers rise and fall, old traditional
explains to me that all these kids are neighborhoods are demolished and new
technically "illegal.' Migration from traditional" neighborhoods for tourists
other parts of the country to the city is are constructed. Hou points out a max-
strictly controlled. and the majority of sive marble money symbol centrally
these folks are not registered. do not mounted in the facade ofa new building.
conform to the one child rule: they are "In the 198(}s money came. she says.
invisible people. In these streets my "Now China is addicted. Money is the

I.Caticasian face is an event. Often there new opluni.
is shock.then laughter. then pointing and We walk along the river. "This used
exclamations of-foreigner!"The sight tobeabig openarea."she says."Iii 1989
ofmy face makes some folks double up thousands of students gathered here.
with laughter. Now there is no open space here at all.

We stumble through the first few Each building has a purpose. lwonder if
days. Theater Academy Students are you knewthiswasapossibility-toense t
bright and positive. but reluctant to memories through architecture.
speak up. We discuss the goals of our The first few days we engage in a
time together: to create sets of puppets complicated dance with the students.
to use in a parade that we'll organize Hou warns me that my idea of a parade
here in the neighborhood. We'll work and of what street theater is all about
with the elementary school kids who does not exist in Shanghai (andperhaps
regularly come to the community center is not relevant. I quickly start to think).
after school. and be joined periodically But gradually we all get to know each
by several Shanehai University students other. and start to build images together.
who are already volunteering at the We decide to make houses and little
community center. I talk about how. at hand puppets who will stick out of the
Bread and Puppet. we think of a Parade windows of the houses and speak to ./B*.
as a moving series of images that tell a each other. We talk about the problem
story right in the street. 1 explain how of pollution. (which the students joke
parades can tell the story of the place about constantly). The big news story
they occur in. or they can address an is- just then happens to be about thousands
Aue. or deliver a message. They can be of dead pig carcasses that ended up in
simple gestures of celebration and also tributaries of the Huangpu River. and
of protest. The students nod and smile. we agree to make a river. complete with
-So when we talk about this neizhbor- comical swimmine/floating/drownine * 3.,J F
hood. this place. or even about this city. pig puppets. One evening on our walk
Shanghai, what kinds of stories might back to the bus, Mr. Shen points out
we be talking about?" I ask. naively. a set of letters that I have often seen

Silence. stenciled onto the sides of buildings.
Um. this is a poor neighborhood. It means -Condemned. more or less,

maybe the kids here are sad:' one of the and is a mark that the building or area lit
students offers finally. "Maybe we want is slated for demolition. Many of these
to talk about happy things and make cute neighborhoods are being cleared out to
puppetsT' make way for the new highrise housing f.-.h

Some mornings, Ho„ and I walk developments and businesses. In the
around the city. Shanghai has a memory aftermath ofthe demolition.the invisible
problem. she explains. The face of the people melt back into the streets. scram- 4

city is changing so quickly. no one can blingtoestablish themselves somewhere
keep up. Streets appear and disappear, else. I think of this the next day, when
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Hou and 1 demonstrate a technique for gleefully climb into the puppets and
making very large lightweight figures so easily and naturally play follow-
from papierniachd. usingeardboard and the-leader. moving and dancing and
newspaper al in atures. We ci eate a giant falling down and gigging. that the older
monster, with a huge mouth and teeth. students loosen up. and soon everyone
When the figure is dry, removed from is engaged.
the mold. and mounted on sticks. we end Parade day arrives. Gradually the
up painting the word -Condemned- on space fills up with the neighborhood

:.1 this monster's face. naming him after kids. their parents. volunteers from
,*? this neighborhood's nightmare. The Shanghai University with friends in

students don't like this figure. It is too tow, Grasstage Theater members, and
ugly and sad they say, When it is their other random people who I haven't seen
turn to use the cardboard and newspa- before. The Theater Academy Students
per armature technique to build a uiant rise to the occasion and start rehearsiii fr
puppet, they build a large festive female with their parade sections in different
figure which they will call Hope. places iii the courtyard. At a certain

We build everything from cardboard. moment there's a complete chaos of
paper, cornstarch paste, fabric, and simultaneous motion. wild colors and
paint. We mass-produce flags using overlapping sounds. and to me this
stencils that we cut from file-folders moment in the courtyard seems like
and print with latex paint. After a little the true achievement of the project: the
awkward negotiation, we are allowed to coming together of disparate popula-
gather wood branches from a local con- tions of this complicated city - migr ant
struction yard. which we use as sticks for worker grandmas with their three-year-
flags and support structures for puppets. old grandkids, young theater students
In the early afternoon> Hou and I work and middle-aged theater practitioners,
with the Theater Academy students, professors from various institutions.
then when the neighborhood kids come Catholic church-goers and NGO work-

S  by after school, the Academy students ers, even the lady who sells my favorite
work with them to finish the puppets - sesame oakes from the cart down the
often painting. decorating, or creatinu street. Everyone is engaged in moving
costumes for the figures we've started their bodies. making sounds, creating

D earlier. lt is hardforall ofthem to imag- admittedly sloppy but bright, lively
ine what the final parade will look like. images which are paidng through the
1 try to explain that in the last few days street, opening up a new kind of public
of the workshop, we'll do movement space. That seems to me what the work
experiments with each group of puppets. is all abo,it. The puppets are what make

r These different puppet groups will com- it possible: scruffy paper-mache figures
prise the different sections ofthe parade. which encourage laughter of recogni-
Each student will become the leader of tion, which necessitate cooperation to
a particular section, and oil parade day, operate them, and which signify simply
when all the children and neighborhood pig. 'bird. "" water.- and "house." but
folks and last-minute volunteers arrive also- wheliengaged bythe bodies of the
to join us. the section leaders will show participants who dance them in public
newcomers how to put on the puppets down the commonest city street - reso-
and perform the choleographies. nate through deeper layers of meanine.

Our first movement rehearsal is a Who knows what the community re-
bit painful. due to shyness. Initially, ally makes of this. Folks line the streets
the Academy students are extremely and watch. with both terrified and de-
embarrassed. But then a miracle comes lighted expressions oil their faces. point-
running into the courtyard. in the form ing. shouting things, laughing. scowling.
of the little neighborhood kilix, who Kidsand dogs r,inafterus.joinus. lhear
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Hou and I demonstrate a technique toi- gleefully climb into the puppets and
making very large lightweight figures so easily and naturally play follow-
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running intc, the courtyard. in the form ing, shouting things. laughing. scowling.
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Center for Puppetry Arts
Lynn K. Jeffries

BENEFACTOR
Nancy Staub

PATRON
- Jennings Pappeteers

1* ( hfl~ ? 0'~ SPONSO
j Toni & Robert Bader

Donald Battjes, Jr.
Black Cherry Puppet Theater

Blair Thomas & Company
a few spectators shout out loud the word

Leslie Carrara-Rudolph-"Condemned" written on the monster's in honor of Arthur Carrara
face. After it is over, all the participants

Chinese Theatre Worksare clearly eager to continue, but we're
unsure where else to go. we ' ve sort of Paul Vincent Davis
"run out " of parade too soon . But de - Carol Fijan
spite these things, when we meet in the Tom Fogarty
church afterwards to talk and evaluate Ryan Howard
the experience, a clear transformation

The Hunter Marionetteshas taken place: very many are eager to
share their feelings and thoughts . Diane & Richard Koszarski

When I leave the city, as I watch the Allelit Kurten
buildings, neighborhoods. and street Jon Ludwig & Raylynn Hughes
signs approach and recede and disap-

Claudia Orensteinpear past the car window, 1 think about
Memory, the intersection of public and The Puppet Company
private space. and the furious pace of Puppetry in Practice
change that shapes life here. and indeed Colette Searls
shapes us all in our rapidly unfurling Karen Smith21" century.

Carol Sterling
Daniel Fergus Tamulonis

Vickie & Rick Vincent

Clare Dolan is a Painter, Director, Peter & Jarmila Zapletal
and Performer of Cantastoria, Toy
Theater, Outdoor Puppetry, and Stilt SCHOLARSHIP SPONSOR
Dancing, while simultaneously living
a secret double life as a nurse in Kathy Foley
her small Vermont town . She 's a Bart P. Roccoberton, Jr.
veteran ofthe Bread and Puppet
Theater, and founder of The Museum 

r-/f:
-Ell Irina Niculescu A F

of Everyday Life . l Ile» li~~ell.Cre-4-~ 2,5 4 re((1[4 (l»-ecidlet~*.
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FOLK PUPPET THEATRES IN CHINA,
PART I

by Mingsheng Ye, Senior Researcher,
Fujian Provincial Research Institute for the Arts

Translated by Fan Pen Chen

Chinese puppetry has been known tra- «,~*=uns„=s». =,~m~,e>..., AD) at funerals and wax referred to asLIE :1A-» fli~ 7 lk* Lditionally as kitileixi and mureu.vi and "funerary music . Widely spread since
by a host of different names among M:rt 1'' the Tang (618-907) and Song (960-
the populace, but basically consists ot "llij~Z~tk~I~~!*3~.*01 1280) dynasties (Figure 1).it presently
the following types: string puppetry. : 1 - -43. 41 *>ft..12' survives in southern China at Shantou

5 11rod puppetry, glove puppetry, water and Wihua of Guangdont Taishun
puppetry and iron-rod puppetry, etc. 1  -14- .*11~ and Pingyang of Zhejiang. Xinghua in

1 .4341/L- -9/"/4. 111Sporting a lone history and a variety of p. |1.- ' -~ Jiangsu, Jingxi in Guangxi and Yilanv J Tr 5/*. / ///
forms, it can be considered a precious ,f~(11#~4-J619~1-~- -1«>f« and Tainan in Taiwan: and in northern

... - h.·8
portion of the treasures of traditional China iii western Liaoning and Heyang
Chinese culture. It not only manifests FIGURE 1: PICTURE IN THE YUAN DYNASTY in Shaanxi. But it is iii Fujian that the
the artistic creativities of the ancients , ( 1280- 1368 ) BOOK , SIX CREATIONS OF THE String Puppet Theatre is most popular.

WESTERN CHAMBER (LIUHUAN XIXIAN(3~it also represents an amalgamation of Iii Puxian ofeastern F,ijian. there is the
relieion, folk culture and art. and truly is Puxian Wooden Ritual Priest Theatre
one ofthe gems ofthe intangible cultural more characteristic as well as the more (P//.rian m/,shixi). lii northern Fujian. we
heritage ofChina with outstanding char- neglected artistic forms and troupes in find the Daqiang Music Golden-String
acteristics . Chinese puppetry survives presenting a survey of the present Kim - Puppet (daqicing jinxian kuilei) 'and the
as an integral part of the lives of many ation of Chinese folk puppet theatres. Historical Tales Theatre (:hum/:ixi) of
rural communities. Despite tremendous Pucheng. Zhenghe and Shouning in
chances in global cultures, puppetry STRING PUPPET THEATRES eastern Fujian sport the Siping Puppet
still thrives among folk communities in String Puppet Theatre (ti.ric/,i ,//u 'ouxi: Theatre (siping kitileixi). Fuzhou of cen-
China. Folk puppetry in China survives marionettes). also known as Puppet tral F,Iji:iii hasthe Siming String-Puppet
in so many locations with so many 10- Theatre (kitileixi ) and String Theatre Theatre ( ciming .rianxi ). Gaoqiang and
callyfamoustroupes thatitisimpossible (.vianxi),istheoldestand most prevalent Luantan [Music Style] Puppet Theatres
for me to mention all of them. In this type of Chinese puppetry. It was used thrive in western Fujian. These differ-
article, I will selectively introduce the during the Han dynasty (25 BC - 220 ent traditions of puppetry have always

FIGURE 2 : THE STRING PUPPET THEATRE OF QUANZHOU FIGURE 3 : THE STRING PUPPET THEATRE OF FIGURE 4 : STRING PUPPET PLAY , MULIAN SAVES HIS
PERFORMS FOUR GENERALS ESTABLISHING THE TANG QUANZHOU PERFORMS THE IMPERIAL OFFICIAL_ MOTHER (, MULIAN JIUMUJ IN PUTIAN , FUJIAN

( KAITANG SIJIANG ) AT THE UNITED NATIONS (QINCHAI DACHEN~
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existed toserve thefunctions ofreligious Guanyin and Mulian in Nanxi style . Northern Dipper (beidottri). Favor Re-

activities and the repayment of vows The number of strings of Quanzhou pay,ne/it ( rumixi ) and Mtilian Omilian)
made to deities (i.e.,performed basically puppets ranges from I O to more than (Figure 4).
for the gods and goddesseS). Despite 3() per puppet. Their height ranges from String Puppet Theatre that uses the
the frequent prohibitionsimposed upon 70 to 80 cm with strings of 140 to 150 ancient music of Gaoqiang (translator:
them since the 19505, during the twen- cm. Their string manipulation includes all traditional Chinese puppet theatres
tieth century, more than 40() troupes numerous extraordinarily difficult tech- are basically operatic in form) deserves
have survived iii rural Fujian. indeed. niques and the various roles ofthechar- attention for its wide variety and link
Fujian sports the largest number of acters are guided by strict rules. From to historical traditions. The closest to
String Puppet traditions and troupes in the traditional fourcharacterroles ofthe Song dynasty puppetry is the Golden-
China . Among the traditions iii Fujian , "Four Beauty Troupes" Osimeibaii ) to Stringed Puppet Theatre (jinxian kitilei )
the String Puppet Theatre of Quanzhou the numerous roles of the "Five Famed of Pinghushan and Taqian south of the
is the most influential ( Figure 2 ). Troupes- ( wililling.lia). one discerns its mountains of northern Fujian where

According to Document 0/1 Ti-ans- progress to perfection and the creative historical tales are enacted by only one
#mi/ation (/mashli) by the priest. Tan artistry of its generations of traditional puppeteer manipulating the puppets at
Xiao of the Five dynasties (907-960). artists. In terms of manipulating tech- the front ofthe stage and one "puppetry
String Puppetry was already very popu- niques , Quanzhou puppetry tops all in drummer" ( kitileigil) behind him . The
lar in Qualizhou by the end of the Tang this field. Aside from the internationally second most ancient tradition is the Daq-
dynasty. During the Yuan (128()-1368) renowned Quanzliou Puppetry Troupe, iang Puppet Theatre of Qingshui County
and Ming (1368-1644) dynasties. it Quan,hou boasts of Yangchun Puppetry of Yong'an City. The tales enacted here
developed intoaformof puppetiy that tri,upeof Yangchuncounty and numer- tend to be myths concerning deities,
used Nanqu Music under the influence ous family-based folk troupes. the most such as Goddess Chen Jinggu executing
of the prevalent Nanxi Opera, but still technically accomplished of which are a snake demon, God Huaguang rescuing
maintained the style of "Storytelling found iii the counties of Nan'an. Anxi his mother and the Snake King named
Puppetry" (shuoh//ti kitilei) ofthe Song and Dehua. Quanzhou String Puppet Ji:10 Mang(Figure 5). The Siping Pup-
and Yuan dynasties. The plays in its tra- Theatre was among the first batch to pet Theatre of Shouning. Zhenghe and
ditional repertoire (known as hic,/ong/m) be named a national intangible cultural Pingnan counties in eastern Fujian also
include 42 volumes of more than 400 heritage (Figure 3). enact mythica] tales about deities using
plays of historical tales, beginning with The Wooden Ritual Priest Puppet the ancient Gaoqiang music. Due to the
Wuwang hii'ades Zlic,li (9'tipt'ang/21:hott) Theatre of Putian enacts ancient Nanxi religious functions it serves. this puppet
of the Zhou dynasty (11 22-722 BC), operas, as well as still popular religious theatre is referred to locally as the 'fear
through events up to the early Ming plays aimed at requesting blessings. ex - Garden Sect" ( Ii>'11 an, liao) ( Figure 6).
dynasty. and mythical stories on deities orcising evil influences and performing The puppets of Siping Puppet Theatre
such as Han Xiangzi , Wang Shipeng , funcrary rites through plays such as The are also noteworthy in terms of the

f

FIGURE 5: DAQIANG MUSIC STRING PUPPET PLAY, FIGURE 6: "INVITING THE DEITY" RI-rUAL FIGURE 7. PUPPETS OF THE SIPING

CREATION OF THE IMMORTALS (DUXIANJA PERFORMED BY A SHAMAN - PRIEST OF LIYUAN CULT OPERA IN PINANG , FUJIAN

IN YONG'AN, FUJIAN Of SHOUNING, FUJIAN
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traditional artistry in their temples and home<. and at the conclu_ hands and feet. or with hands but no
carving and costumes (Fig- sion of funerals. Aside from the above. feet. showing characteristics ofthe pup-
ure 7). The Hakka Gaoqiang Taiwan also has a Hakka string puppet pets ofantiquity (Figure 11).Like other
puppet troupes among the theatre which originated from Dingzhou. string puppet traditions. that of Heyang
various counties in western Fujian: and an exorcisine ritual that uNes once served mainly religious functions

Fujian have also gained international marionettes employed by Glove Puppet including vow repayment. But tradition
fame. String puppet troupes using Gao- troupes (Figure 9). has it that during the period from the
qiang and Luantan music still thrive Zhejiang is another province in end ofthe Ming to the beginning ofthe
among the populace of several villages which String Puppet Theatre thrives Oing dynasties. its music and repertoire
at Baishazhen in Shanghang County Villages in the counties of Taishun. underwent reform undertheintluenceof
(Figure 8). Pingyang and Changnan of Wenihou. the local Confucian. Li Guan. who advo-

Known as "Kuileixi" ancl -Jiali: the and those of Suichang and Songy:ing of cated for the reduction of its service to
string puppet theatre migrated to Taiwan Lishui are particularly fond of perform_ religious activities and pronioted instead
along with theimmigrants from mainly ing the tales of (Goddess Chen Jinggu technicalailistry andits role asaspecta-
Quanzhou. Zhangzhou and Yongding C Chen Shisi and Furen:hitan) for vow tors' art form. Aside from historical and
regions of Fujian. The style found in repayment due to the local popularity court mystery tales. Heyang String Pup-
southern Taiwan and Jinmen belongs of her cult (Figure 10). pet Theatre also sports romantic stories.
to the Quanzhou tradition while that in String Puppet Theatresotice prc,lifer- totaling xeveral hundred extended plays.
northern Taiwan came from western Fu- ated in northern China with folk troupes Numerous lively, humorous skits popu-
jian. They differ iii the contexts for per- in Shandong. Hubei. Henan. Hebei. lar with the audience are also included
formance, style of music, performance. Shaanxi and Gansu. Those found in in their repertoire. Thirty-nine troupes
cat-ving and repertoires. The function is Lingbao of Henan. Xiaoyiand Ruicheng have in:ide their appearance during the
exorcism in the north. performed usually of Shanxi and Heyang of Shaanxi were past three hundred years. of which the
after unnatural tragedies such as deaths particularly popular. Also known as most famous were those found in the
eau<ed by car and mining accidents. and Strino-Barbarian Opera (.vici,ihit vi) and villages of Nanshuncun. Guojiapo and
suicides. String puppet performance String-Monkey Opera (xic„thoi,vi), the Linquancuii. The String Puppet Theatre
in southern Taiwan serves mainly in strings used by the Strmg Puppet The- of Heyang att:~ined status as a national
rituals that beseech blessings. 9uch as atres of Heyang only number 5 to 7 of intangible cultural heritage in 2006.
during the celebration of the birthday about 1 meter ill length. The puppets Among the folk string puppet theatre
of the Jade Emperor. the 100'Lday of are rather flat in <hape without either traditions of China is a special form
newborns. weddings. birthdays and pu- called [Stringl Pulling Yang Opera (ti-
rification rites before worshipping Lord .....==....=.....- -=. rang.vi) or Yang Opera 0·ting.ii) found
Heaven (tiangong). consecratimi new =*pit: mainly in Shejianxiang of Yuanbaqu

*4

-

FIGURE 8 : GAOQIANG MUSIC PUPPET PLAY, HUAZI ENTERS FIGURE 9 : LIN TSAN - CH 'ENG ( LIN FIGURE 10 : " FLOODING GOLD MOUNTAIN" (SHUIMAN JINSHAN~ BY
THE CITY (HUAZI JINCHEN(f) ZANCHENG ), DIRECTOR OF THE NEW THE STRING PUPPET TROUPE IN PINYANG , ZHEJIANG

Fu-HSIEN TROUPE OF YILAN, TAIWAN
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in Guangyuati. and Mamitlexiali 2 ot. China by the beginning of the Qing zhou and Zhangzhou. iii
Zitongxian in Mianyang of Sichuan. dynasty ( 1644- 1911 ), when several central Fujian. in Fuzhou:
String puppetry is a component of Yang literary and gazetteer sources made and iii eastern Fujian, in
Opera which is an exorcist nuoxi that mention of it (Figure 13). Since only Fu'an, Shirong, Fudinlz.
consists of "Heavenly Drama- (tian.vi: one person performs in a glove puppet etc.. Fuzhou used to refer
string puppetry).'Earthly Drama- (diri: theatre troupe. it is also called Single to glove puppetry as Head-Like Opera
mask- wearing ritual drania ) :ind "Flower Pei fornier Troupe (dii. jiaNban). Due (.riangtou. vi ) and Head-Through Opera
Drama'  (/ma.vi.' local Dengxi Operas by to the fact that this form of puppetry (chuantouxi). but it no longer survives
human actors). The "Heavenly Drama" was traditionally performed by itiner- there. In Fu'an, Shirong and Fuding of
involves deities and is consequently ant artists who roamed the towns and eastern Fujian where it has survived.
performed at the uppermost level of' the villages to eke out a living, its con- the tradition is referred to as Curtain
stage . Thirty - two string - puppet deities nection to religious activities tended Opera (. hailgilicill .zi ). The most in -
of the -Heavenly Drama" appear on the to be comparatively weak. It usually fluential traditions of Glove Puppet
stage ritualistically without enacting spe- enacts historical tales and has been Theatres exist in the forms of the
cific story lines (Figure 12). in so far as popular among the populace because "Southern Style- (nanpai) of Jinjiang
these string puppets are informed by this ofthe economy in hiring such troupes. (Figure 14): Hui'an and Yongch,in in
primitive form of puppetry ritualistically They surv i ve in Wuqiao of Changzhou Quanzhou: and the "Northern Style"
without enacting real plays . they provide in Hebei , Foushan in Shanxi . Yang- (heipiti) of Zhangzhou ( Figure 15 ).
for us evidence of its original religious ihou iii Jianisu. Qianyang in Hurian, The latter developed from one-man
form and are invaluable in our studies ot Lingshui in Sichuan. Pingyang and troupes to those of many performers
the evolution of Chinexe puppetry. Changnan in Zhejiang and variouS per troupe and attained a climax in

locations in Fujian and Taiwan where artistry as well as international fame
GLOVE PUPPET THEATRES it has been particularly popular. Many for glove puppetry.
Also known as Cloth Bag Opera (blidaixi ), of the traditions of Glove Puppet Glove Puppet Theatre also prolif-
Within Palm Opera (:het//gr//0/ig.vi), Theatres have been named provincial erates in the counties of Pingyang and
Finger and Palm Opera (ihirhang.ri), or national level intangible cultural Changnan in Zhejiang. Known locally
Shoulder Pole Opera (jiandan.vi) and artifacts. as -Single-Handed Glove Puppet The-
Gouli Puppets (g(Ulli : ij . Glove Puppet The most thriving province for atres" (dandang l,iicictixi). more than
Theatre performers manipulate a puppet Glove Puppet TheatreA is Fujian. In ten folk troupes survive. Their stages
in each hand. The date of inception for southern Fujian. it \vas found in Quan- have developed from using curtains
this form of puppetry is unclear. Accord- to carved wooden structures. They
ing to tradition. it originated during the EEB.'-- --- 9 / 1 +

 use the local -Storytelling Music"
Ming dynasty and has spread throughout . (shuos/mdiac,) and perform extended

kt-94** \ A f /11'
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FIGURE 11 : LOYALTY, FILIAL PIETY AND FIGURE 12 : TIYANGXI OF SHE ] IAN , SICHUAN FIGURE 13 : PICTURE OF COVERLET OPERA (BEIDANXI

SAGACITY (ZHONGXIAOXIAN~) BY A STRING TU ) DURING THE QING DYNASTY ( 1644- 1911 )

PUPPET TROUPE IN HEYANG, SHAANXI
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serial historical and mythical stories
its height, more than 110 -troupes"including Historical Romance of Stti
traveled from its village. Presently,and Tang (Siti Tang yanyi), Tale of the

Expeditic„, to the East (:he,igdong- only two "troupes" have survived.
The form was designated as a national

:hilitil), Tale of the Expedition to the
intangible cultural heritage in 2005.West (:liejigrizlitian). Generals Of the

Yang FamilY (Yang.ji«jiang), Storr
[Part H of  Professor Ye's articleOf the White Snake (baishe:h[,an),
beginsonpage 441Tale Of Lady Chen Shisi (Chen Shisi 2, 94 , 5 JOUS@G@. *ze:_4 , -i~=Ii' - . 2/-

iliangiliang :hitull) on the Goddess
FIGURE 17: LIU YUZHANG, PUPPETEER OF BLANKET

Chen Jinggu. etc. (Figure 16).Asingle OPERA OF SHAOYANG, HUNAN, AND HIS STAGE [7

puppeteer manipulates the puppets. -
sings, speaks and plays the musical
instruments. They are still frequently that the founding family of this chin PHOTO CREDITS
hired at temple festivals and private arrived at this locality as refugees dur- String Puppet Theatre of Quanzhou-
celebrations, and remain a specialty ing the late Yuan early Ming period. Figures 1.2.3
form of theatre in the entertainment eighteen generations and more than
culture of the locals. 5()() years ago (Figure 17). About Mingsheng Ye- Figures 4.5.6.8.

The Glove Puppet Theatre of thirty-some puppets are used by each 10,11.11 16.17
Shaoyang County in Hunan consists one-man -troupe. The puppeteer uses
of a bench and a bundle made of the his hands and feet and his mouth to
curtain for its staze. As this curtain manipulate puppets. play a variety Figure 9

< Puppetry Muxeum iii Taipei-

also doubled as a blanket for the of percussion instruments and sing,
puppeteer, it was also known as the speak and blow a bone-whistle. The
Blanket Opera ( beiwoxi ). Like the plays consisted primarily of episodes (. h(, 11 )4 (4 [ 1 (, 111 [ 1 '(m Xishil )-

The Art c,/ C'liinew Ptippeto·

Glove Puppet Theatre of Zhejiang . of The Three Kingdoms ( Sciligtio Figures 13 . 15
that of Shaoyang is also a one-man yanyi), Journey to the West (.vA'(m/i).
show in which the roles of the pup- mythical plays, martial plays and Jinji:ing Puppet Theatre- Figure 14
peteer and musician are combined in comedies. and were immensely popu-
one. Employing the music of the local lar among the locals. In the past. this
Qiju Opera, the form originated in the form of theatre provided the perform-
Liu clan of Yanwoling in Baizhucun ers a means to maintain a living iii
of Jiugongqiaozhen. Tradition has it the poor mountainous environs. At

44 'I
/11.

-1 *U .

1 br» al»

FIGURE 14: LI BoFEN, MASTER PUPPETEER OF THE FIGURE 15: YANG SHENG, MASTER PUPPETEER OF FIGURE 16: KARMIC RELATIONS

SOUTHERN STYLE OF GLOVE PUPPET THEATRE OF THE NORTHERN STYLE OF GLOVE PUPPET THEATRE OF (ZAISHENGYUAN), A GLOVE PUPPET PLAY

SOUTHERN FUJIAN ZHANGZHOU IN SOUTHERN FIJIAN FROM PINGYANG, ZHEJIANG
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This storyboard was drawn by Yeung Fai.

Yeung Fai is a third-generation Chinese handpuppet perfornier Yeung Fai finally made his way to the Institut International de
whose family faced hardship, repression. and imprisonment as sus- la Mai ionnette in Charleville-Mtzitres, France. which has sup-
pected artists during China's Cultural Revolution. He fled China ported his efforts to re-invent traditional Chinese handpuppet
for other parts of the world- South America. mid then Europe. technique as a medium for contemporary story telling.

. Jianyu Huo has generously provided us with a translation of the text:

1. Chinese \vords under the kites. upper |eft ofthe picture. 4. Chinese words in the upper right.

®fT &09 Bl*, 1* StbAM)* tff'] fie#267|ttim£*68*
A kite with a broken line xeems as the life of the dandelion, Down with the reactionary aitistic authority, Yangsheng

(a pei'Non unknown to the translator).
2. Chinese words in the left of this picture.

ff! m /] b * 5. The notice with Chinese words on the tloor to the right.

Hiianan Primary school _k kli -F_S Sm *n 13
Going and working iii the mountainous areas and countryside.

3. Chinese words on the wall iii the left. ()r
Up to the mountains and down to the villages

(see: http://en.wikipedia.org./wiki/Sh%,C3'jAOngsh'k,C**N InStudy from Lei Feng
xi 9 03% AOxi'*C49 81 ng_y903% 89nd %,03% Bln iz )(see: httpd/en.wikipedia,org/wiki/Lei_Feng)

F
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AUTHENTIC AND EXOTIC: [-2
German Performances of Chinese Shadow Plays

in the 1900s
-21 Otto Erich Wieghardt interviewed by Jianyu Huo FE

Jianyu Huo: Would yott please introduce yourself and vour
experience related to Chinese shadow plays?

Otto Erich Wieghardt: 1 am now over eighty, but young. I
currently live in Berlin. In 1957, a friend of mine, who was a
painter, artist, introduced me to Dr. Max Buhrmann (1904-1976),
while Max was looking for a person with an interest in shadow
plays. I had to learn to eat with chopsticks (ajoke...), to learn
to mount the figures on three sticks in one hand. to move them, ..5 -1 1~VI

and make them to dance. 1 had to also practise speaking clearly
and distinctly. After six weeks 1 had the chance to help on the
stage behind the screen. I become the youngest player in our
group. 1 was lucky to perform Chinese shadow plays from 1957

PROFESSOR GEORG JACOB (R) AND MAX BUHRMANN (C)

AS A STUDENT, WITH TWO OTHER STUDENTS, PERFORMING

WITH THE SHADOW FIGURES, UNIVERSITY OF KIEL.

OEW: Professor Jacob (1862-1936) taught theater at the Uni-
versity of Kiel. He influenced his student Max Buhrmann to get
together with other interested students to play with the Chinese
figures in his own collection.

f The Student Group was founded by students at the Uni-
versity of Kie] under the leadership of Max Buhrmann. There
were twelve students in this troupe including Max Buhrmann.

4 ; Chuan Chen, Anne Marie Brunke, Margarethe John. Gertrud
Koch, Wilhelmine Rodewald. Renate Rosenberg, Mary Wermig.
Werner Betz, Hermann von Braunbehrens, H. J. Neitzke and

HANS JOACHIM KEMPER (L) AND MYSELF, C 1960. NORMALLY Hellmuth Vriesen. On May 26.1932, the so-called "Student
ONE PERFORMS WITH OUTSTRETCHED ARMS; WE ARE CLOSE TO Group" started to perform Chinese shadow plays. They per-

THE SCREEN AT THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S REQUEST. formed "The Borrowed Umbrella" in honourof Professor Georg
Jacob's seventieth birthday. The stage director of these students

to 1967 in 'San Mei Hua Ban Ying Xi" (Three Plum Blossom was Max Buhrmann and he got help and assistance from Chuan

Shadow Plays Troupe) under the direction of the theater scholar Chen, who also played the bamboo flute. They played five times
for audiences at the university.Dr. Max Buhrmann.

In 1934, Max founded, togetherwiththemostinterested stu-

JH: As aformer performer ofChinese shadow plars. would you dents , San Mei Hua Ban Ying Xi ( Three Plum Blossom Shadow

please introdlice me to the early situation of Chinese shitdow Plays ). a name given by Professor Jacob . as a compliment for

troupes in Germany in the 190<)st'
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its three youni ladies: Anne Marie Brunke. Brunhild Lessing. OEW: Yes. Max was invited tostudv and exchange knowledge
ese shadow plays iii Bei-
he invitation was through
iral Relations with Foreign

IF YOU'RE NOT YET A MEMBER OF UNIMA-USA, you can still read back issues:

China, and Dr. Biihrmann
~ know and teach Chinese
47

Name:
i rot help from the assistantAddress: ig"fT--12-7--DV i44. irCity, State:

~NTERNATIO -1

Zip: Did Max perform by us-
Chinese shadow puppets

Phone: mamiscripts? If xo, where
Email : those plippets and muilit -

pis noiv.1

UNIMA-USA, Inc. c/o Center for Puppetry Arts
1404 Spring St NW, Atlanta, GA 30309-2820, USA -,-4 W: Yes, he used the fig-

, from Sichuan (the col-
(404) 873-3089 We oHer discounts for multiple issue purchases:

1-9 standard price* ion of his teacher. Georg
10-99 back issues $2.50, current 2 issues $4.00* ,b). Jacob got them from aPlmagbackissuesinsert 2/13/2014 100+ back issues $2.00, current 2 issues $3.50*

ichu prince (I believe the
res were from the time of

~1 INFORMATION about UNIMA-USA emperor Qian Long) and
Back issues, except the 2 most current issues are $3 + postage & handling* each.

~ BACK ISSUES : The current issues are $5 .95 + postage & handling * each . 'postage & handling: r made a present of them

< issues #1,5 + 11 SOLD { '.. See left side of this card /[ax with the agreement

#2 J Personal Mythologies- 1996 #20 U Scripts- Fa2006 they be used to perform

#3 J 100 years of Ubu, etc.- 1997 #21 J Micro-puppets- Sp2007 nese shadow plays. The

#4 J Puppetry, New & Old- 1998 #22 J Mega-puppets- Fa2007 iuscripts were translated
#6 3 Training the Puppet Artist- Fa1999 #23 U Puppets & Voice- Sp2008 the Sinologists Grube,
#7 J Traditional & Classical- Sp2000 #24 J Crossing Borders- Fa2008 fer, and Kiebs. The fig-
#8 J Technology&Performance- Fa2000 #25 3 40 under 40- Sp2009 , were collected in the
#9 0 Propaganda- Sp2001 #26 -1 Shadows- Fa2009 i Museum after Max died.

#10 J Television- Fa2001 #27 3 Marionettes- Sp2010
#12 U Opera- Fa2002 #28 J North America- Fa2010 Who was the irc,lipe's
#13 J Unheard Of- Sp2003 #29 J Toy Theater- Sp2011 ihadow plays 7
#14 3 Sexuality & Puppets- Fa2003 #30 J Puppetry and Race- Fa2011
#15 -1 Puppet Survivor- Sp2004 #31 J Brave New Scholarship- Sp2012 te scholar.
#16 J Women- Fa2004 #32 J Puppetry & Sci Fi- Fa2012
#17 _1 Genre Benders- Sp2005 #33 J Flesh Meets Wood- Sp2013 x of plays after he started
#18 J Puppetry&Dance- Fa2005 #34 J Directors & Directing- Fa2013
#19 _1 Puppets in Space- Sp2006

Send check payable to UNIMA-USA, Inc. or Use your credit/debit card or electronic check at: tys. But he also directed
www.unima-usa.org

ompally or troupe? If No,
forming Chinese shadow

Ucrinan\,7
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its three young ladies: Anne Marie Brunke, Brutihild Lessing, OEW: Yes. Max was invited to study and exchange knowledge
and Anni Pommerening. who were all German students at the about the different forms of the Chinese shadow plays in Bei-
University of Kiel. Professor Ferdinatid Lessing introduced them jing. Chengdu. and Wuhan in 1957. The invitation wah through
to the audience before the performance. They played five times "Chinese Peoples Association for Cultural Relations with Foreign
in Berlin and sixteen times in other places. Countries.

Between 1936 and 1951. the theatre was inactive. Profes-
sor Jacob died in 1937 . The students went their separate ways . JH: So Pro/essor Jacob never went to China, and Dr. Biilirmami
After the war. Max got ajob as a culture managerin the city of visited China in 1957 . How could they know and teach Chinese
Ludenscheid ( his birthplace ). He had Jacob ' s collection and he shadowplays in Germany in the 193()s?
remembered Jacob's words: that the figures should be moved in
the way that conveyed the sense ofeachone.In 1951.hemade OEW: Learningbydoing. Maxalsogothelpfromtheassistant
contact with culturally interested people. with whom he tried to Chuan Chen at the University of Kiel.
start a new group using the old name San Mei Hua Ban.

JH: Did Max per form by its-
JH: Do you remember the five ing Chinese shadow puppets
Chinese shadowp/avs that the and nia/tu.wripts 7 43'0, where
Student Group and San Mei 1 are those plippets and mcimt-
Hua Ban performed? , sci ipts ,ion?

OEW: Der geliehene Re- OEW: Yes. he used the fig-
genschirm ( Jie Yu San - The ures from Sichuan ( the col -

lection of his teacher. GeorgBorrowed Umbrellah D\e
weisse Fuchsdtimonin (Bai Jacob). Jacob got them from a
Hu Zhuan - The White Fox Manchu prince ( 1 believe the
Demoness). Aus dem Le- figures were from the time of
ben des Generals Kuotse- the emperor Qian Long) and
i (From the Li* of Gen- later made a present of them
eral Kittse - i). 'and Die weisse to Max with the agreement
Schlange (The White Snake). that they be used to perform

Chinese shadow plays. The
JH : Did the three girls go manuscripts were translated
to China to sttid>' Chinese by the Sinologists Grube.
shadow performance or just Laufer, and Krebs . The fig-
stitclr from Professor Jacob or ures were collected in the
Blihi inami :, Film Museum after Max died .

A TV-VIDEOTAPINGOEW : They studied from JH : Who was the tr<)[ irie 's
Professor Jacob and Dr. Buhrmann. Brunhild Lessinu was the owner when Max per/brmed Chinese shadow plays.'
daughter of Ferdinand Lessing and travelled together with him
and Sven Hedin to Tibet and China. OEW: Dr. Max Buhrmann, as a private scholar.

JH: Did Professor Jacc,b go to Chilici to stticl>· Chinexe slicidow JH: Did Max als<, perform other kinds 0/ plays after he started
plays. to perform Chinese shadow plays?

OEW: No, I don't think so. OEW: No. only Chinese shadow plays. But he also directed
Gernian operas.

JH: Did Max go to China m stittly shadow plays? If sc), when
und where? JH: Did Max Amnd his own tlicater company or troupe? If so,

was Max'S troupt' the lirst troupe of per/2,rming Chinese Nlict(low
pho·s iii Ger//ic//ivs
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OEW: lie was a very intimate friend of Max and per-
formed iii Max's troupe longer tlian anyone else. After
Max's death. Hans also visited China. But there were
not enough interested and talented people to continue
performing, and we missed the spirit of Max too much.

JH: 11'licit is the spirit of A lax?

OEW: Mar was more than a leader o fa theater troupe. His spirit
means: lie was our teacher. our friend, our MASTER he pushed
us forward when we were down. and he gave us motivation and
helped us whenever and wherever he could. He organized our
tours. and took care of our private life. lie was like a father.
especially for his intimate friend llans Joachim Kemper.

A PUBLIC PERFORMANCE IN THE LEATHERMUSEUM OFFENBACH

OEW: Yes. After the war. Max started to reconstitute his former
Student Group in 1951 with some younger friends and artists.
This was the first troupe and the only one. He invited me tojoin
the troupe SAN MEI BAN YING XI in 1957.

\X

JH: When and whz did Dr Max Biilirmann stop pei-forming
Chinese shadow play.,7

OEW: He stopped around 197(). He died in 1976.

JH: Which mitseitni or indiriclital has Chinese shadow play
mamiscripts in Germanx?

OEW: Perhaps the Ledermuseum Offenbach. Filmmuseum
Dusseldorf. and TheaterFigurenMuseum Kiel. DR. MAX BOHRMANN DURING A TV SHOW

JH: yc,u setid that thetive Chinese shadow plars ivere translated
by Gritbe, Latifer, and Krebs. Hare yolt met with the trctilsicitc,rs ? ./H: Did ro// .we the original ('hinese version of Borrowed
Do zoit know ifthey had trouble translating? Umbrella7

OEW: 1 did not meet them. 1 am not that old. OEW: Orivinal Chinese versions we did not see. Also, we could
not read the Chinese language.

J H: Are the mcuiuscripts fliat Max's tioupe used retanwd now?
//' so , where are they :' JH: llow didvot i deal wi/h /////sic when Max 's troupe per/brmed

Chinew shadow plars/ Didvou use Chinese /i/lisic or German
OEW: Max bequeathed the whole collection together with all miNk ,
the manuscripts to his friend Hans Joachim Kemper. 1 think they
are iii his hands. OEW: For the arias we used Chinese music. When the player w'as

speaking orreciting poetry. the music was in the background. We
JH: Was Hans Joachim Kemper a peric)rnwr iii Max 's 1 , citipe? had them copied from old recordings on our tape recorder and
Would you please let me know a little bit about him? had to insert pauses for the normal speaking parts without music.
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JH: Did other trotives per/br,/i ('hine,ye shadow phii.y whe/1 Kiiquk Ali in Ankara. We performed our tive Chinese shadow
Max 's troupe played from 1932 m 1970? plays more than 195 times .

OEW: No other troop performing Chinese shadow plays existed JH: How did the audiences react when Foil played Chinese
m Germany. shadow plays i ii Sc '(clidinavia, Italy, Greece (ind Turkey? Could

tile audiences widerstaild tllis u 1.17
JH: Were there other troupes that contimied to play Chinese
slladow plays after 1 970? OEW: In Scandinavia and Italy the audience mainly expected

an exotic experience (funny Germans playing Chinese shadow
OEW: Hans Joachim Kemper asked his friends Ulli Schnoir. plays). In Greece and Turkey on the other hand. the audience
Christa Neumann, Dr. Lis H6pker. and Dr. Wilhelm H6pker to wasinterested tocompare with theirown Karagiossis-(Karagiiz-)
help him to explain the shadow plays with short parts in a little shadow play culture. ln all the performances. the audiences were
performance besides giving a talk to a private audience. notified by leaflets in theirown language. The lecture was given

by Max before the performance. which was also translated by the
JH: Dit/.vou or Max k troupe make any innorations on (7?inese manager of the particular Goethe-Institute that had invited us.
shadow plays? 1/ so, whv? Were your innovations successfid?

JH: How did >·oii or your troupe's performance) contribitte to
OEW: The Chinese players did not let the figures walk, the broader appreciation 0/ C'hinese shadow plays7
rather they floated through the air instead of going over
the ground. Max, who had worked in the theater as a direc- OEW: Our troupe certainly provided some information about
tor, said, we need to make this as realistic as possible. We Chinese culture to our European spectators. It is better for audi-
changed that and ences to watch the moving shadow figures performed by our
on the bottom of the screen we attached a bar as a catwalk members than to see immobile figures shown in museums. We
for the characters, and before that a second bar, which was brought quiet material to lovely performance, gave European
slightly higher and prevented the figures from slipping. audiences ideas about Chinese shadow plays including Chinese
Since the figures' feet had a resistance on the ground, we poetry. music, popular stories. and dramas.
could bring them into motion by shifting their weight to go
more realistically In addition , we had the cords extend to the JH: Thank you for sharing such invalitable information with
shoulders a little bit . That way, we were able to pull off the me . / recilly appreciate hearing about your experiences and your
arm slightly away from the body and turn it into a welcoming trotipe 'y performances o.f Chinese shadow plays in Germany.
or defensive gesture.

OEW: 1 am grateful you contacted me and gave me the oppor-
JH: Where did Max 's trotipe per/'orm Chinese shade,w plays ? tunity to recall the good times I had with my friend Max and my

experience with an imported art of Chinese culture. Thank you.
OEW: 1 remember that we performed in Hamburg. Berlin.
Dortmund, KO]n, E'ssen, Dusseldorf, Hagen, Wuppertal. Iser- Jianyu Huo received her PhD in Chinese literature and
lohn, Stuttgart. Offenbach. Baden-Baden, Tubingen. Wurzburg, drama at Nanjing University. She is a visiting scholar in
MOnchen, Bamberg and in numeroussmallertownsin Germany. the Department of Comparative Literature at Harvard
also in Switzerland in Zurich, Basel, Winterthur and Genf. We and is conducting research entitled Dissemination of
were invited to perform in many museums, universities. cultural Manuscripts and Puppets, Transculturation, and Global-
associations, and through the Goethe liistitute in Denmark. Nor- ization: A Cross-Cultural Examination of Shadow Plays.
way. Sweden. Finland. 1taly. Greece and Turkey. where we could
share our experiences with the Turkish shadow player Hayali

«<11)FERYISIY(; IN Pbrpri :1 m Ix7 1.RN.rrION.\1.
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MANIPULATORS OF COTERMINOUS WORLDS IN THE
BORDERLESS STRANGE TALES OF LIAOZHAI

by Sissi Liu, PhD Candidate in Theatre, CUNY

In a world in which space creates the separation ofobjects. puppets world'. but to wed it with puppetry. and especially the puppetry
haveamost uniqueability of transcending space todestablize bor- of non-human fonii conceived by Hanne Tierney. is indeed un-
ders. or to form a path between one realm and atiother. As objects precedented and groundbreaking.
iii space. they are the border shifters that are able to manipulate Tierney's adaptation of-Yingning- (or -The Laughing Girl" )1.
the space of division. In order to disintegrate the border. puppets one of the two pieces the performance Strange Ti//es features. is
become the creators of liminal space. They pull space and time out certainly no less than mind-blowing. The story goes like this: Wang,
of everyday life to bring together coterminous worlds such as the a young scholar, falls in love with agirl at first sight during a spring
natural and the supernatural. and the past and the future. That is outing. and falls sick after hecomes back home. Wang'scousin Wit
howthesetimeless objects, once enlivened. possess unsunnountable promixes to look for the girl for him. and Wanggets better i nstantly.
manipulative powerinblurring boundaries ofbothtime and space Afterafew days, Wang goes ona journeyonhis own. anddiscovers
in the larger construction of the univerJe. that Yilitznine. the laughing girl he is iii Ic,ve with. lives with an old

In this sense. it ix not hard to recognize what an ingenious idea lady. The old lady telli Wang that Yingning is the daughter of his
it is to bring together puppetry and Strange 72//es of Liac)-Jiai ( also mom ' s sister. But the next day when he brings Yingning home to
known as Strange Stories /)-om a Chinese Studio). the collection his mother. he learns irc,in his mother that her sister has long been
of supernatural tales written in early Qing Dynasty China (mostly dead. Yingning later admitv that after the death of Mrs. Qin. the
late 174entury) by Pu Songling: -Liaozhai- is the self-deprecating xister of Wang's nic,ther, Mr. Oin had a child with a fox- Yingning
name of Pu's study room, literally meaning "studio of idleness.- Not is the child. After Mil Qilik cleath. her fux-mother entrusts Yingning
long afterits publication in the l 8'i'century. it became acknowledged to her ghost-mother (the dead Mrs. Qin. also the old lady Yingning
as the pinnacle of fiction in the classical Chinese language. and has liveN with). Wang and Yingning properly bury Mrs. Qin. get mar-
been paralleled with Dream of the Red Chamber ( also known as ried . and one year later. Yingning gives birth to a baby boy whose
The Storrcdthe Stone), the crown 01-fiction in vernacular Chinese. laughter is renlitiiscent of Yingning
The book's 494 tales, divided into 12 volumes. deal with -strange"
topics such as the supernatural. paranormal. and the unusual. pep-
pered with folkloric flavors . moralistic messages . and critiques of 1 . For instance . "Nic Xiaoqi(lit" has been a favorite of Hong
the bureaucratic structure of the Oine oovernment. Many involve Kong lilmmakers. adapted intoA ('/tinexe G/mst Sic,„ in ]960.

C

magic performed by shape-shifting fox spirits or Daoist priests. 1987. and 2()11. "The Frescoed Wall" (al,0 known as -The
and romantic relations between human beings and ghosts. In the Mural." or -Him Bi") an,1 "The Painted Skin" (or -Him Pi")
world of Strange 721/es 0/'Litic,Ihcii, hunian and non-human reside have been adapted into Chinese blockbusters iii 2()08. both
iii coterminous realins where borders seem to be nonexistent. The hugely successful and followed by sequels in 2011 and 2012
book inspired many tilms and TV series within the Chinese-speaking respectively.

1 This piece is the 6'11 tale of Volume 2 iii Pu Songlingl
12-volume Strange 72 ile.0 (4 Lic/(,fhai.
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In Tierney's adaptaion. reelanglex of Chinese silk brocades.
bamboo poles and lanterns turn convincingly into a variety of live eD v/64'
characters with expressive gestures mid subtle emotional tratiNI'ornia-
tions. The perforniativity of the silk brocades is a very rarely seen
theatrical and technical marvel, Connected to an operational panel 0
that is in full view ofthe audience via an intricate web of hundreds
of strings (about 5.()0() feet iii total). the puppets exquisitely and CO

pup Pe Tryprecisely depict the graceful lady-walk. the rueful longing of a
lover. the importunate concerns of a mc,ther. and even the blissful
marital consumation- all iii the masterful hands of Tierney and
two assistants. The borders between human and non-human. and
natural and the supernatural. have been inevitably destablized. The JOIN BOTH OrGBNIZE[FIONS
superlative puppeteer also widens the boundaries of her profession
through her compelling storytelling and elegant vocal control. which See the Country: See the World:
further enable the puppets to develop lives of their own. The light
designed by Trevor Brown miraculously blends the coterminous The PUPPETEERS UNIMA-
worlds of the natural and supernatural. and the onstaze and off. The ofAMERICA USA
gorgeous music composed and performed by Jane Wang enhances 1
the other-worldly feel through the use of the invented instruinent
of space plates.

The other piece is adapted from -A Strange Tale of Pigeons."'
which tells the story of a pigeon-loving Zhang'5 encounter with a
mysterious Young Man in White, who takes Zhang to Kee his white
pigeons that are able to not only converse with him but do ~onier- UNI MA-USA - www.unima-usa.org
saults and other fancy tricks. At Z.hang's request. Young Man gives
hinitwoof hiN white pigeons as gifts. Zhane treats the two pigeons PUPPETEERS of AMERICA- www. puppeteers.org
as priceless treasures, Years later. a friend of Zhang-x father--a high
official--comes to visit. Assuming that he is a pigeon-lover. Zhanu
gives hinithetwo niost precious while pigeon4 as gifts of goodwill.
and later finds out the official. far from a pigeon-lover. has cooked
the pigeons and eaten them. Later that night Zhang dreams of Young
Man in White tiansforming into a huge white pigeon. leading all
of Zhang's white pigeons to a faraway place. The next morning.
Zhang wakes up to see that all his white pigeons are indeed gone.

own pigeons again. TI, bring out the Inyster'iousnes* of the story.
In distress. he gives away the rest of hix pigeotis and vowA to never 7 6 1

projection designer Hannah Wasileski uses four divided scrims as
canvases for animated brush strokes. which effectively recreates a 3

borderless liminal space that Z.han£ and Young Man in White reside
iii. Jane Wang'suse oftoy piatio nicely supports thateffect.

The performance of Strange Taln of Liao: licii represents the dis -
inteeration of borders between the coterininous worlds of Chine,e
early modern ghost storie0 and the marvelous tion-hunian puppetr>
techniques of non-Chinese origin. Thanks to Hanne Tierney. the
manipulator of the borderless realms, the puppets are enlivened
and have themselves become the creators of liminal space. In fact.
the puppets theniselve, are liminal beings. They are the magical NATIONAL PUPPETRY CONFERENCE
hunian simulacra. with or without a human forni. that traverse seem-
ing oppositions of matter and spirit. They are also iii:itiipulators ot June 2014 1 Waterford, Connecticut
coterminous worlds of the real and the villual. 01  the seen and the
unseen. of the human and the non-huniati. of the past and the future.
In this borderlessnefs they create. they gaiii acce# to the human soul.

,*0~ eugene o'neill (860) 443-5378
3. Thi  piece ix the 371'1 tale of Volume 6 in Pu Songling's 07,J theater center www.theoneill.orgStrange Tales of Lict<):licti . r-7*-1 ANN VERSARY

1964/2014
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AN UNCOMMON WOMAN AND PUPPET PIONEER
Grant Hayter-Menzies,
SHADOW WOMAN: 4*1/ 1
THE EXTRAORDINARY CAREER
OF PAULINE BENTON :i % 4, i l
Montreal: McGill-Queen's University . , .... /2 4 li :1
Press, 2013. , ~1 jl· : - «
203 pp. $29.95 Q / I & . A * t.46- f

Grant Hayter-Menzies's new biography is a beautifully woven it 4& Lit/~/-8 4 . :. /' -** AAnarrative of the enigmatic Pauline Bentc,11 and her unique rela-
tionship with Chineseshadow puppetryinthe mid-190(}s. Ben- .r
ton is Hayter-Menzies' reluctant protagonist. with no recorded
lover, children. and few friends, she consciously remained a
mystery throughout her life. What was known was her singular
passion for Chinak colored shadows, which drove the American to become interest in all things Chinese. Although her shy. reclusive
China's first foreign feinale shadow practitioner. and to champion the art nature would seem to have been ill-suited for spearheading
form for the rest of her life. America's first introduction to Chinese shadow puppets.

Iii a thorough survey of her early years. Hayter-Menzies plunibs the in fact it was of little consequence in the face of her devo-
question of what made an American woman fall in love with Chinese tic,n to the form. While she continued an apprenticeship-
shadows. No one knows exactly how or where Benton first encountered through-letters with a well-known Beijing shadow master.
Chinese shadow puppetry. but it must have been prior to her first vixit to Li Tuochen, she also began to hone her performance skills
China in 1923. That year. Benton visited her beloved Aunt Emma in Bei- iii universitiesand smallercultural venues. Soon. shecre-
jing. who was teaching mathematics at Yenching University. and demanded ated Americak first Chinese shadow puppet troupe: the
that they commission a Chinese shadow puppet performance. Within the Red Gate Players.
confines of her aunt's courtyard. Pauline saw her first live shadow puppet Hayter-Menzies is a veteran biographer who has to-
performance. Though she was underwhelmed by the troupe's prowess. cused much of his previous work on uncommon women of
the agile shadow figures mesmerized her. and Benton purchased a small the 190(}s who had a common connection to China. Benton
set of puppets for herself before returning home. In her own quiet way. perfectly falls iii line with this interest. Uncommonness
she had allowed the shadows to take hold of her. seems to be where Hayter-Menzies finds his strengths: He

Pauline's privacy and lack of a public persona require Hayter-Menzies allows us an empathetic intimacy with Benton that could
to make assumptions about certain periods in her life. He does agood job of easily have been rendered a~judgment. Forpuppet people
acknowledging this difficulty while Still helping us connect together what is especially. this respect for outliers is much appreciated.
known about her. With keen readings ofher unpublished manuscripts. and Indeed. somewhere in the reading of Shadow Woman, I

interviews with her close collabora- found myself quietly cheering for Benton. I felt as lucky
tors and friends. Hayter-Menzies and nervous as Pauline must have felt to have stumbled
begins to bring a clear picture of onto opportunities to perform with her newly purchased
Benton into focus. Even the imalles puppet, upon returning to America from her first visit to
he chooses reveal that Pauline wax Beijing. 1 cheered her onas sheslowly discoveredherpath
more comfortable with the shadows to <hadow mastery, and accepted her missteps along the

f , than with anything else. In photos way as only natural. And I mourned the Red Gate Player,/
with her family she looks distant decline. triggered by the start of the Cold Warand China'A
mid uncomfortable, but when posed turn to Communism.
in her Chinese robe with shadow The book is an engrossing glimpse into Beijing and
puppets in hand, she looks warm. America iii the mid- 1900s and a fitting tribute to Chinese
open. and at ease. 0hadow puppetrys most unlikely heroine. For ati art

In the years following her first form that still struggles with adaptation. exportation and
8.- visit to Beijing. Benton slowly but general popularity, Pauline remains a model for those of

steadily eked out a unique comet us looking to ti:zihlate traditional forms of puppetry for
-' ''~..... of the early twentieth-celitury our own audiences.
/Ill American puppet milieu. capital-

» 6'41 A/~AI~III- iling upon the country'+ growing - review by Annie Katsura Rollins
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,0* Can't visit us in person? Experience
our workshops with just a computer

F and internet connection!

INTRO TO PAPER WOW ABOUT A HAND?
ANIMATION (A GLOVE PUPPET BOOT CAMP)
Presented by Kristin Haverty, Presented by Brad Shur,
Associate Producer, Artist in Residence,
Center for Puppetry Arts ~ »j Puppet Showplace Theatre

Monday, Apr 28 Monday, May 19
6:3OPM-9:3OPM EST 7PM-9PM EST
Onsite 8 Live via Webinar Onsite 8 Live via Webinar

The Center's Education team can provide
personalized professional development of all kinds ..
corporate team building, university seminars,
puppetry introduction for educators, and more!
Watch these (and many more) workshops onbne 24/7 at
learnitlive.com/centerforpuppetryarts.
Live Performances • Educational Programs • Museum Exhibitions

CENTER FOR 1404 Spring Street NW

PUPPETRY i PUPPEIORG
Atlanta, GA 30309-2820 ~ Visit puppet org for a list of programming

A/* in our 2014 15 season!
404.873.3391

Season supported in part by: bulton County Arts Council and City of Atlanta Mayors Office of Cultural Affairs



BOOK REVIEW

FROM UBER-MARIONETTES TO MANNEQUINS:
Reflections on Craig and Kantor
Carole Guidicelli, ed.,
OBER-MARIONETTES AND MANNEQUINS:
Craig, Kantor and their contemporary legacies

(SURMARIONNETTES ET MANNEQUINS:
Craig, Kantor et leurs hdritages contemporains)

Lavdrune: L'Entretemps. 2013.510 pp. 35€.

The shape of contemporary puppet scholarship has once tic,ns-lai-gely iii
more developed in new ways thanks to work emerging from black. white.
the Institut International de la Marionnette in France. and its and grey- per-
publication series-La Mainquiparle"(thehandthatspeaks) formed by a . ..
founded by Margaret Niculescu and edited by Lucile Bodson. tightly disci-
OBER-MARIONETTES AND MANNEQUINS: Craig, plitied company
Kantor and their contemporary legacies. edited by Carole of actors whom
Guidicelli, is a bi-lingual collection of essays originally pre- Kantorconduct-
sented as talks at a 2012 international conference of "research- ed quite visibly
ers. academics. and artists from all over the world.- (as the onstage. These
book jacket says) discussing a specific trajectory of modern performances
puppetry from Edward Gordon Craig'x early 2()th-century were only rarely seen in the United States. but those who
pronouncements on the "Ubermarionette" to late 2(}th-century saw them were invariably affected deeply by them.
Polish director Tadeusz Kantork brilliant stage performances A 45-minute DVD documenting a 1988 workshop Kantor
usingmannequins, objects, andactorsina-theaterofdeath" conducted atthe Institutis part ofthe book. andin away. it
that somehow captured the surreal. nightmarish psychologi- is the best introduction to the material. One sees Kantor at
cal landscape of Poland (and therefore the West in general) work-quitky. chain-snic,king. completely sure of what he is
over the past century. The purpose is to look again at these doing- and his cast of western European and American pup-
two giants of modern theater and re-examine what they meant peteers (not his Cricot 2 company) iseager to learn his method.
to do in ways that can connect to contemporary puppeteers, His dark. elegiac mood is captured perfectly.
performance makers, and others who think about theater. iii contrast to that record of Kantor'+ burst of artistic

In a way, Edward Gordon Craig has had his greatest intensity. the essays themselves- twenty-two in all- are a
historical impact on French theater. He early on rejected his mixed lot. ranging from bi-illiantly incisive analyses of Craig's
native Englandastoo wrong-headedinmattersofthemodern theories (such as Patrick Le Boeut"s fascinating report on
static: and although American puppeteers have always been what the quirky Englkhman really had in mind for his "Uber
fascinated and inspired by his claims for the possibilities of -niarionette< -) and Kantor< den<e and oblique productions
puppetry.ourcolleaguesin actors'theateranddramahaveby (Monique Bories-Theliving body and the object-body: an
and large been spooked by Craig'sdisdain forrealism and tor anthropological approach- stands out here).to uber-academic
acting. and his championing ofpuppets as (possibly) superior essays laced with arcane jargon that. one realizes. often say
to actors. This has not bothered French critics. who have paid fur less than the author intend<, The fact that the trajectory
more attention to Craig as a theater visionary whose ideas from Craig through Kantor leads away from puppetry per se.
about what performance could be have happened to come true. mid in<tead into a foc„< on actors  performance. the body  and

Kantor. who survived World War Two in Cracow. and ar- object< that are riot thought of as puppets. reveals one weak-
rived in the world of theater from his beginnings as a visual ness of contemporary puppetry studies- a desire to disengage
artist and Happening maker. had an enormous effect on late- from puppetry itself. This stepping away (almost iii embarrass-
20th-century avant-garde theater with his stark stage produc- metit) <ubtly reinforces the oft-lamented idea of puppetry as
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an inferior art form. but worse UBER-MARIONETTES
than that does not allow many AND MANNEQUINS is ex
of the writers in the anthology traordinarily valuable not only
to aiialyze Craigk and Kati-- «'~~~a. I '42*4 because it takes performing
tor'K work as puppetry objects seriously. but also be-

On the other hand. a real cause it has great intellectual
boon of the wide-rane.infl es- Iravitas as one more install-
says here is the look they alk)w ment in the ongoing discussion
us into contemporary Europe- i amons.European puppet histo-

~~~1~#31 i./lit=
~ rians about the art form. The

and objects. Director Gis;Ole 1~ brilliant and deeply missed
Eruli (who died in 2012 soon

life-size mannequins looks to ~~ after the conference which
be quite amazing (in addition _iw --lilli produced this anthology). and

the assiduous and incisiveto an analysis of her produe-
tic)ns, Vienne herself writes Plassard have. among others
about the work). and the productions of David Girondin-Moab. iii their circle. proven themselves to be revelatory writers on the
Enzo Vetrano, and BOrangtre Vantusso also look very interesting nature of modern puppet and object theater. One might hope that the
(although focused. it seems. on mannequms rather than straight- young scholars and directors featured in UBER-MARIONETTES
ahead puppetry). The transcription of a roundtable discussion AND MANNEQUINS might follow their example by considering
among Girondm-Moab. Vantus<o. and Vienne and heavyweight not only mannequins and objects. but also puppets themselves as
puppet historians and theorists Brunella Eruli and Didier Plassard deep sourcex of ideas and inspiration.
is also fascinatine as a check-iii on contemporary European object
performance and what it means. - review by John Bell

1
1 .'4 1

The Center for Puppetry Arts - Atlanta, GA ra¥*1

**glawlPUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER ' - /1*F

Rated by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution as "one of the top five exhibits Cm:"*WY..»-#*A
in Georgia," and by MSN.com as one of the top 10 children's museums & 46-: ,:, il
in the United States. mil/282*080/~fli·. ly
PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER is a hands-on museum displaying
more than 350 puppets from various time periods and countries around e. -59:a 8* 4. 6/.A
the world. All provide an exploration of puppetry as an international, , *72*./72#r /1 11
ancient and popular art form . Ir„

www.puppet.org/museum/permanent.shtml
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17th Edition World Festival of Puppet Theatre
Charleville-M6zi6res, France

September 20 - 29, 2013
by Mike Kelly and Alissa Mello

The World Festival of Puppet Theatre, street. from traditional to experiment:il. puppeb. Tranter weaves a sensitive. heart-
Charleville-MOzitte,. continues to be and included well recognized companies breaking tale about the hai-dships of growing
the premier international meeting and as well as emerizing art~ts. Regardless of old through the eyes of 102 year-old lead

&

marketplace for puppet and object theater where a company sits on thiJ ,pectrum, the character. Mathilde.
creators. Founded iii 1961 by Jacque»~ more xuccessful progranh seemed to be Relative newconier* Duda Paiva and
Fdlix. the festival hhitted to a biennial those that were artixtically rig~}mui con- Ulrike Quade presented large spectacle in
calendar iii 201 I to accommodate their ceptually cohesive. and that thoughtfully its truest sense. Duda Paiva's Bestiairex is
5Om year celebration. This year's theme used their individual styles and techiliques a funny. energetic, and subversive dance/
- "Passalle" - brought together stage and to convey their narratives. puppetry crossover featuring Greek gods
street companie, from five continents and who contemplate love, war, and immortal-
in addition to it5 -On" program. included a ity. Ulrike Qu.ide presented two production,On The Stagedaily Punch tent iii the main square . amini this year : Amigone and Mimch & Van Gugh.
program dedicated to paper theater. and For u3. it was several Dutch c<)iii],atile0 Collaborating with choreographer Nicole
many gallery exhibitions . It also presented who .eeined to create the most buzz ( lui-- Beutler. Quade re - imauines Antigo,ie. the
the book fajr featurine an event celebrating ing the event this year \vith productions classic Greek tragedy using traditional
Philippe Genty's autobic,graphical book. by Stuffed Puppet Theatre. Duda Paiva Japanese bunraki, style puppets in an elec-
Parsages in/6·icur.5, currently available Company and Ulrike Quade leading the tric movement piece choreographed to a
in French and Japanese. Missing this year charge: masterful and gritty urban soundtrack by
were the popular student bar and a large Stuffed Puppet Theatrex Neville Gary Sheppard. Mime h & V//1 Gogh. set iii
number of unsanctioned performances. Yet Tranter. praised for his darkly powerful the afterlife. imagines a conversation about
there was still more during the ten day A ~010 puppet performances. i, ona new art. life and commerce between the two
than it is possible to actually xee. mission - to create minimaliv play. that fainou, Dutch artists on a prime tillie TV

Although there \va, ati overall theme retain the complexity and grandeur of hi0 chat show. Brilliantly designed and featur-
for the festival, the selection of perfor- previoux workx but pack very 0111:ill to fit ing dynamic performances by Quade and
mances seemed to have little cohesion . i lito . 1 suitca,e . His newest piece , Mathilde. Cat Smits . thi3 piece further solidifies the
Rather. they represented a broad spectrum squarely hits the mark. With a bare statze. Dutch's place :15 a leaders in contemporary
of puppet and object theater from stage to just a few props, and his signature hand European puppet theatre.

DUDA PAIVA, BESTIAIRES
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TOON MAAS , VIA VIA

Here are a few of the other produc-
tions that were outstanding:

Ignorance-by Old Trout Puppet Workshop. Le drame des autreN- Les

Canada -History repeats itself in thi s hilari- Green Ginger. France - marks

ously cruel tale about the evolution of hap- the retum of Ten-y Lee. founder

piness.Imagine. ifyouwill, apuppetshow of(Green Ginger (UK), to the

created by prehistoric man and performed live stage. He revisits his artistic

on a stage fashioned from the corpse 01 roots by staging his new show in
a departed mastodon. Jumping backward a traditional puppet booth. Set
and forward from pre-historic to modern iii a retirement home for aging ~~~

times. /gnorance is perfortned with hilari- artists in a dystopiati world. Lee

ous aplombby Nicholas Di Gaetano. Trevor weaves an absurd and moving . 1

Leigh and Viktor Lukawski and with narra- tale about growing old. It is
tion by Judd Palmer. It is a dark. satirical and gleefully performed in French but filtered the Grimm Brothers and directed by Ilke

hilariou< documentary on the pittalk of the through hih decidedly English sense of Schijnbein for Kranewit Theater, Berlin.

human races pursuit of happiness. humor. The production is performed with Germany. Using Schmibein's grotesque
beautifully constructed hand puppets by aesthetic. the puppets were expressionistic.

Ouroboros-Handspring Puppet Company, Lee and Laurence De Jonge and digital half-finished monstrosities that riveted the

South Africa - is a love poem chroniclingthe backgrounds designed by (Shris Pirle . Note young audience . Moo0000000(mxtres. by

lives of a dancer and a poet who never seeni tc, US festival producers-this show is being Label Brut. France. is an original tale about

to find the right tillie or place to commit to translated for English speaking audiences. those monsters hidden under every child k

one another. Directed by Janni Younge. the bed. The set - a bed, pillows. linens. duvets

story zveaves a tale of-lost love and redemp- While most of what we saw was for adult and one teddy bear - magically transform
tioii with sumptuous imagery and exquiNite audiences. two standout children's produc- through the expert manipulation of Laurent

puppetry created by Adrian Kohlerand Baxil tions were: Dtf~iichet, route mei vei//el/.2 Fraunie into a nighttime world filled with

Jones . the creative team responsible for the and Mi}(}(}(,0,)000(mstrex. Dcnic'liet , conte monsters to be playfully dispatched by the
acclaimed puppet direction of War Hmse . men ·ei//et ,x is a dark fairytale adapted from child in all of us .

Y

ULRIKE QUADE WITH

NICOLE BEUTLER , ANTIGONE
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In The Street
Throughout the festival. it is not only featuring all manner of Punch and judy. ~ ~
the stages and every conceivable indoor Polichinelle. Karaeozatic! Doti Cristobal.
space that is adapted for shows. The We were fortunate to catch the outstand-
street, are teeming with commissioned ing Rod Burnett whose traditional Punch
and uncommissioned performances from show is a master class of manipulation,
around the world. Of particular note iii filled with the sc,Linds and rhythms of Mr.
this sea of street performances were: Punch beating his co-stars senseles0 to
Moving People. Compagnia degli Sbuffi, the delight of an audience of all ages. A
Anonima Teatro . Toon Maas , Le Cyclo special late night Showing featured troupe CAE. PELELE, LA MUERTE DE DON CRISTOBAL
Theatre. and Pickled Image. Moving La Compagnie Pelele with mi expanded
People, directed by Jo Smith. entranced version of their 2003 undergrc,und fes- S~ M.---5------
audiences with a poignant short piece tival hit. La Muerte de Dc,ii Cristobal.
about waste. beauty. lossand being Despite its scale and sonietinies over- ~ ~ ,
engulfed by our own refuse, Anonima whelming number of shows and events, f .&...
Teatro entertained with their short piece tlie World Festival of Puppet Theatre '~ , 5,'' P.. 4, '-4-La Route. a re-imagined movie style continue3 to be the premier meeting and i 1 z/ , F . I. I ....
comic chase scene performed by an marketplace for artists and audiences to
elephant, a pig and a never ending open gather, exchange ideas. book show~,,ee - *,r' Ba 54= ~.,2-
road. Compagniadegli Sbuffi maderegu- new and oId things. meet with friends :Ilit.tia

llf.lit£
trisii;111

*9
m

b
i,-Istillillilillil

lar turns of Place Ducale with their giant and share puppet talk mid the inevitable ~ , - - iR
Pulcinella. Toon Maas. master clown class or two of Belgian beer. --. i
turned puppeteer, performed his show STUFFED PUPPET THEATER , MATHILDE

Via Via. a wordless contemplationof self Mike Kelly and Alissa Mello are
for children of all ages. Le Cyclo Theatre founding members of Inkfish,presented a meticulous shadow version a New York based puppet andof Red Riding Hood for small audiences visual theater company. 4 "YA#of one or two persons. And finally. Pick- 71~ hy. -r-* ~/led Image's Grandma whizzed through 4 4 '* P} ythe Charleville streets on her mobility
scooter to dispense humorous insults to ¢pr,
everyone who crossed her path.

The festival also produced a Punch bi~..4 41* I d
& Judy Tent. Hosted by La Compagnie ~~ <2 2.r b ~
Zouak. the tent was open daily with NATACHA DIET, ELLIPSE
performances by various companies

V

ULRIKE QUADE WITH NICOLE BEUTLER , ANTIGONE

ULRIKE QUADE WITH
NICOLE BEUTLER , ANTIGONE



Puppets for Gifts, Storytelling and Puppet Shows.
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Join UNIMA-USA
and list your puppetry
resources in the ... /*-1

PUPPETRY YELLOW PAGES! |
j This next generation of the Touring Directory soars to

Tnew heights with:
• exciting design • improved organization • expanded listing i 8
categories including: museum exhibits, resident productions. ~

touring shows,workshops/classes, design services, ~
and special events/activities

Company Level members receive three complimentary listings
in this unique and groundbreaking publication! Don't be left out ~
of this new and optimal reference for all things puppetry f www.puppetslam.corn5

i Go to www. unima-usa.ora for more information. i Facebook.com/PuppetSIamNetwork
Twitter @puppetslam

~N~$~g~g~V&**ag'-I.*ss**t./*i***c**5-3-. Calendar tinyurl.com/PSN-Calendar
Above: Dolly Wiggler Cabaret #Calgary - Jen Lynne, Photo: Doug Wong

~UPPETRY ~ATERNATIONAL welomes submisions

' Theme for upcoming issues: Fall 2014 - PUPPET CENTERS
S],ring 2015 - \\'AYANG

See submission guidelines on our website

F h O F)~ _~ The Language of the Puppet
 $14.95 per copy

(includes shipping in U.S.)

r em
This landmark book brings together 19 top puppetry 4-0performers. artists and scholars from three conti-
nents, and is full of beautiful pictures. , P
Available from UNIMA-USA:
1404 Spring St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30309 <unima@puppet.org>

You can now purchase UNIMA publications online with
credit/debit card and electronic checks.
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Join us at the new Ballard Institute!

be ecd Opening March 1,2014

institute & museum of 1 Royce Circle, Storrs, Connecticut

puppetry Tues-Sun, 11 am-7pm
Free Admission - Donations Appreciated

! Featuring New Exhibits
; March 1 - May 31
i Puppets through the Lens:
5 Photography by Richard Termine

f Spectacular Extravaganzas:
\ The Rod Puppetry of Frank Ballard

~ The World ofPuppetry:
~ From the Collections of the Ballard Institute

for more information about exhibitions, workshops,
performances, symposia, and puppet forumsPhoto by Richard Termine

visit us at bimp.uconn.edu

PUPPETS IN PRAGUE 2014 WORKSHOPSHEATHER HENSON'S
Create your own FILM ANIMATION PUPPETS

HANPMAPE and WOODEN CARVED MARIONETTES.

For fifteen years, hundreds of students have
PUPPET PREAMS entered our magical world of puppetry and

film animation with leading Czech artists.

FEATURING OUR NEW |NTERNATIONAL EDITION! FILM ANIMATION PUPPETS
May 1-13 / October 14-26

puppetry fhaf transcends language MARIONETTE CARVING
May 31-June 15 / June 18- July 2 / August 7-31

Message film@ibexpuppetry.com for screening details ,

Information and applications at
~ S ~ HANDMADEPUPPETDREAMS.COM www.puppetsinprague.eu
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FOLK PUPPET THEATRES IN CHINA,
PART I I

by Mingsheng Ye , Senior Researcher,
Fujian Provincial Research Institute for the Arts

Translated by Fan Pen Chen

ROD PUPPET THEATRES Ming and Qing dynasties and thrived
Due to the lack of literary documen-
tation. the origin of rod puppetry is *.41. y the exception of Inner Mongolia. Tibet

throuehout the Chinese provinces with

uncertain. But judging from a painting , 1 and Taiwan. Presently they survive
in cave number 31 of the Mogao Caves significantly at Yangzhou and Rugaoi 1 *
of Dunhuang in which a young woman in Jiangsu, Wuqiao in Hebei. Xiaoyi in
playfully waves a puppet (Figure 18), Shanxi. Zhouzhi in Shaanxi, Dingxi.
we can deduce that rod puppets were Yuzhong, Yongdeng and Huanxian in
already present during the Tang dynasty. Gansu, Lingbao in Henan, Nanchong in
Rod puppetry proliferated during the FIGURE 18: A TANG DYNASTY (617-906) Sichuan, Shaoyang in Hunan, Shiqian

PAINTING PORTRAYING A ROD PUPPET IN ONE OF
Song. Evidence of its popularity then CAVES AT DUNHUANG in Guizhou. Zhanjiang and Gaozhou in
can be found in a carved brick discov- Guangdong. and Wendeng and Lin'gao
ered in a tomb at Yunyang of Nanzhao in Hainan. I will focus on introducing
in Henan. and in the painting of a por- puppetry was derived from the use of a few interesting but lesser-known folk
celain pillow from Qiyuan of the same a central rod inside the body connected r()d puppet theatre traditions.
province. Five literary sources from the to the head and two rods attached to Rod puppet theatres originated from
Song also mention rod puppetry. the hands. Analyses of its development Henan and Shaanxi. We still find folk

Known also as Head Puppet The- historically suggest thatitevolved from troupes ofthis form at Zhouzhi County
atre (tuo 'Ott.ri), Wooden Head Opera one - man shows to those of two to sev- and Chang ' an District in the suburb of
(munaokexi ), Wrist Monkey Opera eral performers ; from using short inner Xi ' an in Shaanxi . Along with the pup-
C. hollhott -ixi) and Large Stage Palace rods ( hand rods extend from inside the pets of Kushuijie at Yongdeng County
Opera (dataigongxi), Rod Puppet The- sleeves) to long outer rods (the hand in Gansu and Tanshangcun at Guantao
atre seems to have been created along rods are outside the sleeves); from tiny County in Hebei, those in Shaanxi are
the Yellow River and Yangtze River. puppet heads without hands and feet "Inner Rod Puppets," with their main
and then spread to southern China and to up to human-sized large puppets. rod (central rod). curved arm rods and
other areas. The name of this form of Rod puppet theatres peaked during the hands inside their clothing (Figure 19).

FIGURE 19 : " ZHOU REN ON THE WAY HOME" FIGURE 20 : " LITTLE PEDDLER " (XIAO FIGURE 21 : Qm LIANXIANG, A ROD PUPPET PLAY

(ZHou REN HUILU '), A QINQIANG STYLE ROD PUPPET HUOLANG'), A QINQIANG STYLE ROD PUPPET PLAY PERFORMED AT THE TOWN OF KUSHUI IN YONGDENG

PLAY AT XI'AN, SHAANXI AT XI'AN, SHAANXI COUNTY, GANSU
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Puppet troupes in Zhouzhi County Yellow River. In the past when the Yel- deification ofthe Bodhisatva Guanyin at
and Chang'an District perform mostly low River used to flood routinely. this Fragrant Mountain after suffering eigh-
historical plays in Qin Opera style. form of puppet theatre also provideda teen ordeal Kinlife, this formof puppetry
The latter has developed highly skill ful means for the victims of the catastrophes is also referred to by locals ax the Low
technical techniques and also adopted to travel and eke out a living. Using Stage Guanyin Opera. A religious form
'minor" folk operas such as "The Ped- short "inner rods." the puppeteers sang of puppetry. it is also called the Pear Gar-
dler" Criao litic, lang . Figure 20 ). Liuziqiang style of music and used a den Sectlike someofthe String Puppet

Rod puppet theatres thrived during four-stringed violin (sigl/.rian). The Theatres in northern Fujian. Consisting
mid-Qing in Gansu. At Kushuijie Vii- style of performance was characterized of about eight performers per troupe.
lage of Yongdeng County, Wang Kefu. by narrations and sad tunes. It only sur- the head of the troupe is a shaman-type
the head ofafifthgenerationtroupe, has vives at Tanshang Village in Guantao. priest who performs rituals such as
preserved some old puppet heads that The troupes consisted of no more than slaughtering a rooster andsprinkling its
suggest their style in the past. Respond- six performers, including musicians. blood around the stage, offering incense.
ing to contemporary tastes and aesthet- Popular plays included Die Wise Sister- etc.. to exorcize evil spirits and purify
ics. the present performing puppets have in-hiv (Aiuogu.rian). Wang Lin Dii,orccs the altar before and after the dramatic
been enlarged to twice the original size his Wife (Wcing Lin xitiqi) ·and Gaci performance .
and fashioned after the styles of the lo- Kitijtt Rushes to TZike the Civil Service This play on Guanyin is not only
cal human Qin Opera ( Figure 21 ). its Examinations (Gao Kttijti gankao). performed during the three -birthdays'
representative numbers include Exec itt- Due to damage perpetrated during the of Guanyin, namely when she was born
ing Mei t,ha Mei an) and The Flaming Cultural Revolution , only seven puppets ( nineteenth day of the second month .
Horse (htioyanju): and episodic, highly remain and the troupe is presently only Chinese lunar calendar), when she took
popular one-act plays such a Three Fac- able to perform The Wise Sister-in-law the tonsure (nineteenth day of the six
ing Each Other ( sci,idilimian), Meeting ( Figure 22 ). month ) and when she became a deity
at the Garden Chilciting xiag,ihiti) und A puppet theatre that still thrives in ( nineteenth day of the ninth month ); it
Vow Reparment at Fragrant Mountitin the Hongjiang region of the mountain - is also used to celebrate the birthdays of
(Xiangshall huall>' itciii ). ous area in southeastern Hunan is known the local Tutelary and Water Gods . The

A type of rod puppetry has been as the Chenhe Rod Puppet Theatre. It locals also sponsor its performance for
popular at the ancient county of Glian- is also called the Wooden Head Opera private celebrations and vow repayment
tao. a location within Handan in the (mwmoke.vi) and the Low Stage Opera at their homes. Considered a realistic
southeastern corner of Heibei that traces (aitaixi). Due to the fact that its most reenactment of Guanyin's life. the au-
its history to at least two thousand years significant play. 721/e Of the Fragrant dience celebrates the various events in
ago . it is situated downstream of the Moumain Cricingshan:htictil ), enacts the the play as they unfold . For example ,

14.9 ALI .  ~~7 -/
*48*-:**F . 
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FIGURE 22: "THE WISE SISTER-IN-LAW" FIGURE 23: THE BODHISATTVA GUANYIN, CULTIVATING FIGURE 24: A ROD PUPPET PERFORMANCE AT

lxIAOGU XIAN ') PERFORMED AT GUANTAO , HUBEI HERSELF AT THE TEMPLE OF WHITE SPARROW , SHIQIAN , GUIZHOU
THE TALE Or XIANGSHAN (XIANGSHAN ZHUAN1,

A ROD PUPPET PLAY OF HONG]IANG, HUI\IAN
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when Guanyin is born. the type. Refined Puppets used to be per- acclaiin for school children. villagers
sponsors would provide formed by folk troupes in the courtyards and tourists (Figure 26).
bowls of sweet glutinous of residences within towns and cities.
rice balls for the audience They performed civil (non-military) HUMAN-PUPPETTHEATRE

to enjoy; and when Guanyin attains playsalid weredistinguished by ret-ine- Thee:11-liest Chinese puppet theatre that
apotheosis. the audience would present ment and delicateness. Middle-Sized had both humans and puppets appearing
gifts and incense (Figure 23). Aside Puppets survive as the main form of together on stage seems to have been
from Tale Of the Fragrant Mountain, rod puppetry in the government troupe the Rod Puppet Theatre of Lin ' gao in
this puppet theatre performs nine his- at Chengdu. Large Puppets are human- Hainan. Also known as Buddha/Deity
torical serial plays such as Expedition m sized or even larger and originated in Opera (/2,: ixi ). the earliest performers
tile f~/St (..hejigdong: litianl Expedition the Ma ' anchang of Yilong County iii were shaman priests . like the puppeteers
to tIle West (. hejigxi:hitaii). Rebellion northern Sichuan . Tradition has it that of westein Hunan . An 1891 Lingao 10 -
Agitinst the Tang *in Tang :.lilian). etc . they were brought to that region from cal gazetteer notes . -During festivities .
Because this popular play on Guanyin Hubei during the early Qing dynasty. male and female shamans would place
is intricately linked to popular religious Originally family-based troupes, the wooden puppets on their shoulders and
activities and replete with deities and sole surviving troupe of the Large perform plays by singing to each other.
ghosts, it is typically performed during Puppet< is the government troupe of They called it exorcizing demonG and
the day Ilest stray spirits wreak havoc Puppet Theatre of Nanchong (Figure spirits and performed it routinely." The
at night before they are properly sent 25),previouslynamedthel.arge Puppet oldest surviving puppet heads have
away by the master puppeteer-priest I: Theatre of Sichuati. The puppets u<ed Kangxi reign (1662-1763) carved into
the other plays are performed at night. to be 1.4 meters high and weighed fuur some of them. indicating the existence

The Low Stage Operaisalsotound tofive kilograms. Pre<ently. the I.arge Of puppetsby atleast early Qing. Tradi-
in Shiqian County, Guizhou. Derived Puppets are even larger than hunian tional troupes eniployed a set of twenty-
from Hongjiang above, this tradition size. The troupe performs regularly at four puppets about 60cm to 65cm high.
also uses Gaoqiang music. The reper- a theatre in the tourist town of Mount In contemporary Human-Puppet
toire includes Meeting at the Mi// 0,10- Emei where it cornbines the Large Pup- Theatre. male and female performers
Aijightii) and An 'an Brings Rice (An 'an pet performances with other Sichuan appear on stage wearing makeup and
SO//g/1/i) (Figure 24). specialties. donning either opera costume or attrac-

The Rod Puppet Theatres of Sichuan Rod puppetry also survives in the tive traditional style outfits. They per-
used to consist of three types: Large Bayu region of Chongqing. Since the form carryin:g puppets on stage, with the
Puppets (damn '016. Middle- Sized Pup - 1980 %. the Puppet Theatre of Chongq- puppets as the main performers (Figure
pets (:hongmtiotijand Refined Puppets ing has moved from rural Chongqing 27 ). But occasionally. when the puppets
Uilignit{'016, which was the smallest to the city and now pertorni < to great engage in aquarrel on stage , the manipu-
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FIGURE 25 : THE LARGE FIGURE 26 : " ZHANG FEI INTERROGATES A MELONG " lZHANG FIGURE 27 : HUMAN - PUPPET THEATRE OF
PUPPETS OF SICHUAN FEI SHENGUA~, A CHONGQING ROD PUPPET PLAY LIN 'GAO , HAINAN
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lators might put the puppets aside and taching wire rods to the backs and hands Contemporary shows are
continue the argument themselves before of the puppets. However, 1 have argued known for including skillful
they resume performing with the puppets in my book, History c,/ Puppet Theatres techniques such as perform-
after the quarrel . The troupes in I . iii ' gao of Ft, jicill . fur a much more ancient ori - ing sword dances . sporting
perform mostly historical plays passed ein - that it was the descendant of the with fans (Figure 30),lifting vases, spin-
down orally. At least 300 plays have Happy Sanlang puppet ( kitaile Sunlang) ning plates and carrying clay pots on the
been known. Lin'gao Human-Puppet ofthe Song dynastythat spread from Fu- heads. The Iron-Rod Puppet Theatre of
Theatre has been listed as a national jian to Chaozhou in Guangdong  Three Fujian and Guangdong are applying for
intangible cultural heritage (Figure 28). Song sources mention Happy Sanlang both provincial and national status as an
Presently many government troupes which was made of clay with movable intangible cultural heritage.
and folk troupes in Guangdong also do hands and feet. According to the clan
performances that sport both puppets history of the Wu Family of Chaozhou
and performers on stage. known for making clay puppet heads, ---iF

their ancestor migrated from Zhangpu
PHOTO CREDITS

IRON-ROD PUPPET THEATRE in southern Fujian to Chaozhou as a
Combining the characteristics of Chi - refugee during 1237 and brought the art The Art Of Chinese Ptippetrr (:Jiong -

nese shadow theatre and rod puppet the- with him ( Figure 29 ). glio iliti 'oil rishil)- Figures 18 . 20. 21

atre. "Iron-Rod Puppets" is another spe- The Iron-Rod puppet is only 33cm to
Mingsheng Ye- Figures 19.23,24.29cialty of Chinese puppetry. Also known 46cm high with an iron rod from 33cm

as Iron-Rod Opera (tie:hi.vi) and Paper to 53cm long inserted perpendicularly Guantao County Cultural Bureau-
Shadows (:hi-zingxi), it proliferated in into its back. The stage is framed by Figure 22
the counties of Shao'an and Dongshan three bamboo curtains with two to three
in Fujian. and the counties of Chaoihou, performers sitting behind it on the floor. Nanchong Large Puppet Theatre-
Jieyang and Chao'an in Guangdong. The most popular plays include histori- Figure 25
Two theories have been posed con - cal romances such as Executing Pang
cerning the origin of iron - Rod Puppet Hong i: lictii Pang Hong). Xtle Re ,igui 's Chongqing Puppet Theatre-
Theatres . Traditionally, it was believed Expedition to the East (Xne Rengui Figure 26

that the form evolved from the shadow :hengdong ), Exc hanging tile CrOM '/ 1
Fan Pen Chen- Figures 27,28theatreduringtheendofthe Qing when Prince with the Raccoon ( limao litian

performers abandoned the paper screens tai:i) and Journey to the West (.virotifi): Chaozhou Lotigge Puppet Theatre-
of the shadow theatre stage and created and folk tales such as Qi,1 Fenglan. Figure 30
- round- bodied shadow puppets by us- Tale of the Straw Sandals (caorieji) 'and
ing straw bodies and clay heads and at- Mis. Che// Sti//il·li (Che// Sanwu niang) » 16-
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FIGURE 28 : HUMAN - PUPPET THEATRE OF LIN 'GAO , HAINAN FIGURE 29 : AN IRON - ROD PUPPET OF FIGURE 30 : FAN LIHUA PERFORMED

SHAO'AN, FUJIAN PERFORMS THE STUNT, BY AN IRON-ROD PUPPET TROUPE
" SWISHING OPEN THE FAN " (KAISHAN ) OF CHAOZHOU , GUANGDONG
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SUN WUKONG:
Monkey King and Hero of the Chinese Puppet Theatre

Bradford Clark, Bowling Green State University

Sun Wukong, also known simply as Monkey. is the hero of the bookjot,/7/Cr References:
to the, West. attributed to Wu Cheti - en iii the 16th century . It is safe to say Humphi·ey , .Jo . Mc ,i ,An ' King : A (i , le .vial Heritage. Nev York :

Chung-Cheng Art Gallery. 1980.that Monkey is the single best-known hero of the Chinese puppet theatre.
although his comically flawed companion Zhu Baili. or Pigsy. is perhaps I .ai. Whalen. From /ic,/ect/1 Ape to / ht,/c/xeme Saint: Thethe best beloved . As the immortal . super- powered hero of the tale . Sun Mcmkex Kinw . A4iwi Folklore Studia . Vol 53 . No I
Wukong himself has enjoyed a great following in pc,pular culture. The (1994).
most acrobatic and entertaining performances of various reeional Chinexe Shahal·. Meir. 771c Ling \'in Si Monker DiNI ipIC.\ (111( 1111 ,operas often involve scenes from Journer to the West. while the character'A

0/ /:, i /? S (ff flill Wukong . Hm -vard Journal of A3iatieadventures have been adapted into many filni<. television series. animated Studies, Vol 52, No. 1 (1992).
films and puppet performances. both traditional and conteniporary

Wu, ('lieng'en../ourm'v /0 the West. W. J.F Jenner. trans.Best known iii the west through the book "Monkey." a partial ~anslation
Beiling: Foreign Language. Press. 1984.by Arthur Waley. Journey tell s of the adventures of Sun Wukong, the "stone

monkey" who accompanies the priest Xuarizang (aka Tripitaka) upon hiN -
quest to India. The priest seeks to bring Buddhist teachings back to China. THE PHOTOGRAPHS
and Sun Wukong must defend him from demons and other datigers along I 1. CONTEMPORARY STRING PUPPETS USED IN A SCENEthe way. Local tales of a magical monkey existed belore the publication IN WHICH SUN WUKONG BATTLES HIS DOUBLE
of the book. and in fact. Monkey is worshipped as a god in some area5. 1 2. MARIONETTE HEAD CARVED BY QUANZHOU CARVER JI KUIFANG,
although scholars disagree as to whether Sun Wukong is the same being. NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED AS A BEARER OF INTANGIBLE CULTURAL- HERITAGE
(Interestingly enough. there doesn't seein to be a direct connection between

3. THREE OLDER "JOURNEY TO THE WEST" HEADS FROM A PRIVATEChina'+ monkey king and the Hindu Hanuman.) | COLLECTION: SUN WUKONG, THE PRIEST XUANZANG AND PIGSYBut it is this version. one of the classic Chinese novels, that has re-
4. CONTEMPORARY ROD PUPPET FROM THEmained in the public imagination. While the book features much action RUGAO PUPPETART TROUPE OF RUGAO CITY, JIANGSU PROVINCEthat takes place on the heavenly sphere. it ix largely a seculai- and comic

5. GLovE PUPPET HEAD FROM A SHANGHAI COLLECTIONadventure. lending itselfextremely well to dminatization. Iii fact. relatively I
few sequences are performed in traditional puppetry and opera. making it 6. Toy PUPPETS: ( L) SHANGHAI, 1989, (R) CHENGDU, 2012
relatively easy for both a viewer and a performer with a cursory awareness

7. Gt_OVE PUPPET BY SOLO PERFORMER LIU YONGZHANG, NATIONAL-LEVELof the source material to foHow (or stage) the action. But much of the appeal INHERITOR OF INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE, SHAOYANG CITY,of the stories comes from their underlying spiritual themes. Sun Wukong. 1 HUNAN PROVINCE. DESIGN IS INFLUENCED BY ANIMATION.the impulsive. aggressive warrior-hero. embarks upon his own journey 01
8. SHADOW PUPPET FROM TANGSHAN CITY REGION,self-awareness. and learns self-control and selfiessness along the way. The 1 HUBEI [FULL FIGURE SHOWN ON OUR FRONT COVER]story i s therefore ideal for introducing ethical themes to young vie\vcrs. 110

9. JAPANESE SAGOJO (SUN WUKONG)doubt adding to its, popularity. PUPPET FROM THE NATIONAL_ Bu NRAKU THEATRE'S .SAIYUKI"The widespread pc,pularity of Sun Wukongk niediated performatices
has affected his portrayal in the puppet theatre, with the cartoon image
having been adapted into contemporaty designs. (1 once complimented a :- --
performer on his Monkey puppet and asked if it was a very old figure. he PHOTOGRAPHS ON THE BACK COVER
replied that it was relatively new and modeled after an animated cartoon . 10, TRADITIONAL OPERA PERFORMANCE IN BEIJING, 2009
version. intended to please young audiences.) Contemporary Monkey pup- 11. SCENE FROM "TRUE AND FALSE SUN WUKONG" BY THE GUANGDONG 1pets also often reflect a comnion modern preference for attractive desiens, PROVINCE PUPPET ART THEATER FROM A PERFORMANCE AT THE 2012with -sweeter" representations overtaking more grotesque ones. UNIMA FESTIVAL IN CHENGDU, SICHUAN

The character has transcended the boundaries of Chim, in Japan. the 12. QIAO GuLI AND ROD PUPPET - SHAANXI, 2009(?). THE CUDGEL ISNational Bunraku Theatre has prehented scenes from Sairt,ki. the Japanese I THE TRADTIONAL WEAPON OF THE MONKEY KING, APPEARING WHENEVER
11:11-tie for the book. A Japatie,e cartoon based on the story appeared in the i THERE Is NEED AND SPUN IN ORDER TO DEMONSTRATE THE SKILLFUL
US as Alakazitin the Great. And puppet companies iii the United States i MANIPULATION OF THE PERFORMER .

have also draniatized Monkey's story (including my own adaptation at 13. IRON WIRE PUPPET, CONTROLLED FROM BEHIND BY HORIZONTAL RODS,
Bowling Green State University). While lesser known than many of the ~ AS DEMONSTRATED BY THE JINLONGSHIGE WIRE PUPPET THEATRE IN

European heroes of the European puppet stage. it is quite likely that Sun CHAO'AN AT THE CHENG[)U UNIMA FESTIVAL, 2012

Wukong enjoys an even wider following in his home country and beyond, 14. GLovE PUPPET HEAD FROM THE CENTER FOR PUPPETRY ARTS
MUSEUM, ATLANTA, GA

The amhor ~ti., he.v /0 thank Dr. Fan Pen Li Chen 15. RoD PUPPETS OF THE3 PROVINCIAL FoLK ART THEATRE, XI'AN/br her sugges/icm /br this photo essau (WITH SUN WUKONG SHOWN IN TWO DIFFERENT FORMS, FLANKING
THE PRIEST XUANZANG)
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Monkey King and Hero of the Chinese Puppet Theatre
Bradford Clark, Bowling Green State University

(SEE ARTICLE, PAGE 48)
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